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SPORTS: Boggs, Sandberg Placed In Cooperstown

ILETURSITIViEs
Monday, August 1, 2005

animmor
Memphis man sought in Friday armed robbery

SO Cents

weighs about 150 pounds.
Gardner is alleged to ha%e
entered the store about 8 p.m.
Friday and demanded money
after showing a handgun. police
said. MPD spokesman Jim
Osborne said Gardner got away
with money, but officers aren't
releasing the specific amount.
Investigators believe Gardner
has left the area. Anyone with
Gardner's
information on
whereabouts should contact
Detective Sgt. Tom Bailey at the
Murray Police Department.
Anonymous tips can be made
to Crimestoppers at 753-9500.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray Police Department
investigators are looking for the
suspect wanted in Friday's
armed robbery at the Dollar Tree
store near Wal-Mart.
A warrant has been issued for
Courtney Gardner, 21, of
Memphis. Tenn., charging him
with first-degree armed robbery
and two counts of first-degree
wanton endangerment, according to a MPD release.
Police say Gardner, a black
man, is 5-feet, 8-inches tall, has
black hair and brown eyes and

TOM BERRY/Ledger &
Times photo

Murray Police Department
officials were called to the
scene of an armed robbery
at the Dollar Tree store
Friday at 8 p.m. near WalMart. A warrant has been
issued for the arrest of a
Memphis, Tenn., man on
charges of first-degree
armed robbery and two
counts of first-degree wanton endangerment.

Murray man( Cyclist not using 'quick fix' on
injured in 144 mission, promoting obesity issue
accident Sunday
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
CALVERT CITY, Ky. — A
Murray man and two Marshall
County residents were injured
Sunday afternoon during a
on
three-vehicle collision
Interstate 24 that resulted in the
death of a Georgia man and his
wife, according to Kentucky
State Police.
Johnny R. Holliday, 48, and
his wife, Lorraine, 46, both of
Marietta, Ga., we,* eesdseund
on 1-24 around 2:07 p.m. in a
2000 Chevy Blazer truck when
they collided with a 2004 Nissan
Xterra towing a U-Haul trailer
A.
Benjamin
by
driven
Blackmon, 26, of Murray.
Both vehicles, followed by a
2004 Oldsmobile Alero driven

by John P. Carr, 22, of Benton,
entered the median where the
Holliday and Blackmon vehicles
overturned. Lorraine Holliday
was ejected from her vehicle and
killed while Johnny Holliday
died as a result of injuries, but
remained in the driver's seat.
According to the report,
Johnny Holliday was wearing a
seat belt. but Lorraine Holliday
was not. .
Both Blackmon and Can.
*Wag AO? a passenger in Carrs
vehicle, Katie Papineau, 20, of
Clay, Ky., were transported to
hospitals in Paducah for treatment of injuries. Blackmon.
Carr and Papineau were all
wearing seat belts, according to

II See Page 2A
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The Vietnam Traveling Wall, which made a stop in
Marshall County last year, will be on view at MurrayCalloway County Chestnut Park in September.

Ice Cream Festival
set for Sept. 9-10
Special to the Ledger
The Murray-Calloway County Parks in conjunction with
WKYQ and Charter Media will host the sixth annual Ice Cream
Festival on Sept. 9-10 in Chestnut Park.
Carnival rides will be available on from 5 to 9 p.m. Sept.9 and
from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. Sept. 10.
Activities will include rides, live bands, a beauty pageant.
pony rides, special appearances by Scooby Doo, and a homemade ice cream contest. In addition, free ice cream will be distributed to guests attending the festivities.
The Viltnam Traveling Wall will also be available for viewing. It is an exact replica of the wall in Washington D.C. and will
be in Chestnut Park form Sept. 8-13.
For more information, contact the park office at 762-0325.

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
It is not that 20-year-old Alex Gleason
is "mad as hell and isn't going to take it
anymore" when it comes to the obesity
crisis in his country. He prefers more subtle ways of expressing his opinion that his
fellow Americans should take more of a
proactive stance to the problem rather
than looking to the government for help.
So, what has he decided to do'?
Nothing much ... just pedal a bicycle from
Seattle, Wash., to his home state of South
Carolina.
"I saw a problem and I desperately
desired to make it better. So, I figured that
if I, a 20-year-old kid, rode across the
country like this, then maybe that would ,
show peoptelhat there is more to this idea _
of eating right will help you stay healthy,"
said Gleason, who stopped in Murray
Friday night before resuming the 4,000mile journey Saturday morning.
He hoped to reach Clarksville, Tenn.,
by Saturday night before making a short
ride to Nashville Sunday. He expected to
resume the mission in earnest today.
"Within the week, I hope to be home
in South Carolina," he said. "I've been
averaging around 90 miles a day, so that's
pretty good. That means I'm on pace to
finish in around seven months, and people
that set a record for this distance did it in
10 1/2 on a shorter route than I've used.
So, I think I'm getting my message out.Gleason is not a bike-riding enthusiast,
having only trained for his journey in
around three months. "I'm a rookie in
every sense of the word," he said following a perilous period Friday near Cairo,
Ill., where he tried to negotiate a pair of
large, narrow bridges spanning the
Mississippi and Ohio rivers.
"I saw what I was facing there, and I
was like, 'Oh my gosh! There's no shoulder here! I'm stuck!" Gleason said.
"What I do in that situation, though, is
just turn the music on in my headphones.
That drowns out the honking of the people behind me. 1 mean. I were to have
looked behind me, there probably
would've been four or five cars in a row,
and that really weren't being all that nice
about it either. The trucks coming the
other way also weren't making it easier,
but I made it through."
Unfriendly drivers aside, Gleason said
he has had virtually all positive comments
directed toward him upon his arrival in
the locations he has stayed during the
excursion. Then again, he said he is just
glad to have some conversation — period
— after being on his own all day with
nothing but a white road line, his music
and his trusty bike he has come to name
Joy to keep him company.
With the exception of three or four
days when FFA officers from Iowa (he is
a former South Carolina state FFA vice
president) and North Dakota
Commissioner of Agriculture Roger

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo

Alex Gleason pedals away from Murray's court square on Fourth Street
Saturday morning en route to the New Concord area. From there, he
planned to cross into Tennessee, finishing his day in the Clarksville area.
Johnson joined him for short stretches
while in their states, he has been completely alone.
But he never passes on a chance to discuss the reason for his travels.
"Here in this country, we don't understand that the faster the food comes, the
slower we become. I actually was thinking about that one on the bike," he said,
noting how the memory of an overseas
venture he made with classmates from
Erskine (S.C.) College to Spain recently
helped bring this to light. That amounted
to a 600-mile hike across the northern
parts of that nation, a place where he saw
very few people losing the battle of the
bulge.
-That's because they really take time
to enjoy different foods," Gleason said.
"They also are heavy into the idea of
using olive oil when they cook and
they're using really fresh things. Plus,

dd ... I figured that if I, a
20-year-old kid, rode
across the country like this,
then maybe that would show
people that there is more to
this idea of eating right will
y
help you stay healthy.
— Alex Gleason
their portion sizes are a lot smaller than
what we're eating here. It was the kind of
thing that made you ask,'Why doesn't
everybody do it this way?
"Here in the United States, we seem
obsessed with the quick fix to everything.

•See Page 2A
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Kentucky students not giving
information to military recruiters
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Students
uneasy about the Iraq war are exercising a
right to keep their names and information
off of a list used by military recruiters who
are struggling to attract new trainees.
A provision of the 2002 No Child Left
Behind Act required schools to provide student information to military recruiters or
risk losing federal funding.
But students and their parents, however,
can "opt out," or request that the information
remain private.
Schools choose how to notify parents that
they have the right not to pass along the
information. •
About 4.800 students in Jefferson County
— 20 percent of the district's high-schoolers
— barred recruiters from their directory
information after schools last year began
providing a form alerting students of that
right under federal law.
Manual High School junior Victor Purol,
lb, was one of the students who opted out.
"I don't have any interest in the military,"
said Purol, who plans to go to college and
because the war in Iraq is something he
"can't completely condone."
But members of the school board in

SherltrolicenreLogs

Jefferson County are disagreeing on what high-schoolers, to fill their enlistment quothe schools should say to parents and stu- tas.
dents about military recruitment.
Although recruiters can build student
School board member Pat O'Leary, a for- lists using yearbooks or networking among
mer Marine, said schools that hand out students, the lists schools provide save time
forms are encouraging too many students to in making home visits, calls and sending
shun recruiters.
promotional material, military officials said.
He wants to stop using them and instead
Many schools across the country tradijust place a notice in a handbook or newslet- tionally have provided student information
ter.
to recruiters. Kentucky law has allowed it
The Army and the reserves of all four for years.
military branches are having trouble recruitBut only the No Child Left Behind Act
ing young people. In May. the Army fell also required schools to explicitly inform
short of its recruiting goal for the fourth con- parents of their right to keep- such informasecutive month. Recruiters cite several rea- tion private from recruiters.
sons for the shortfall — from a better econKentucky education officials say they
omy to Iraq, where U.S. deaths have topped leave it to districts to decide how to notify
1.780.
parents.
-The recruiting environment is difficult
But some schools in Jefferson County
right now," said Douglas Smith, a that offered an opt-out form saw low rates of
spokesman-lor the U.S. Army Recruiting students who decided to opt-out.
Command at Fort Knox.
Principals in those schools attributed that
"We see hesitation ... (and) concern to families that see the military as a viable
among parents about their son or daughter's
safety."
"ft's big over here. It's a way out. It can
Smith said recruiters, despite increased make a big difference for some kids,"
advertising by the military, still rely on shoe- Shawnee principal Mernia Hill said.
leather "prospecting," especially among

Shuttle engineers debate orbital repairs

SPACE CENTER, Houston
(AP) — As NASA mulled what
to do about fabric dangling from
Discovery's belly, two astronauts floated outside with another key task: to replace a failed
washing machine-sized spinning
wheel that helps to steer the
international space station.
Astronauts
Stephen
Robinson and Soichi Noguchi
spent five hours exchanging the
broken down 660-pound gyroscope. which failed in 2002.
with a new one.
"Oh. the view is priceless."
Noguchi said as he hitched a
ride to Discovery's cargo bay on

Clarification
An article in Saturday 's
Ledger & 'limes talked about
how Jean Masthay's new job as
senior associate director for
customer support for the
American Red Cross' Great
Lakes region. which includes
Kentucky, would allow her to
work with smaller chapters,
including / Murray's. Holly
Webb. was quoted in the story,
which was written earlier in the
month, as the director of the
Murray chapter. She actually.
resigned from that position earlier in the week.
Webb said her resignation
was effective immediately.
"We think Jean's position at
the service center will benefit
us because we have a good
working relationship with her.'
Red Cross board chair Keena
Miller said. "Holly resigned to
pursue other opportunities. We
are initiating a search for an
executive director."
Anyone interested in the
director's job, should contact
Miller at 762-1830.

the outpost's robotic arm. "I can
see the moon."
With
Robinson's
help,
Noguchi secured the controller
aboard the shuttle and retrieved
the new gyroscope for installation. After hours of tedious boltlog and unbolting with specialized silver drivers, the pair cornpleted the installation.
'This is just like putting in an
airplane engine." said Robinson,
a pilot.
"Just wiggling until you get
it." Noguchi responded. causing
his partner to chuckle.
"Yeah. exactly. Prepare to
wiggle." Robinson said.
Both continued bolting and
wiggling until the unit was tightly attached.
Their spacewalk' came a day
after NASA officials said they
may consider sending them to

repair matenal dangling from
Discovery's belly during a third
spacewalk
scheduled
for
Wednesday.
But there remains debate
among engineers and others
over how to handle what would
be an unprecedented repair —
and whether it is even necessary:
During their first spacewalk
Saturday, the pair restored
power to another gyroscope,
which had stopped spinning in
March. The gyroscopes are
among four that help steer the
station.
Only two of the four gyroscopes that control the orientation of the orbiting science lab
have worked recently. Once
power, was restored to the third
gyroscope Saturday, one of the
two that continued spinning was
given a break because its 6,600

revolutions per minute had
become sluggish.
Meanwhile. NASA officials
were scrambling to determine if
repairs were needed by the
astronauts. Some engineers
worry the material that is protruding from between thermal
tiles in two areas beneath the
shuttle near its nose could trigger potentially treacherous overheating during re-entry.
NASA officials stressed that
Discovery and its crew could be
perfectly- safe flying back with
the exposed filler. Space shuttles
have flown with exposed filler
many times before, just not necessarily with such a large protrusion.
One piece is sticking out 1.1
inches. The other protrudes at an
angle from six-tenths to ninetenths of an inch.
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Smoke inhalation ruled in
Mayfield toddler's death
MAYFIELD, Ky.(AP) — A
2-year-old child died in a house
fire, according to Graves County
Coroner Phillip McClain.
Shenese Carter died at
Jackson Purchase Medical
Center at 4:05 p.m. CDT
Saturday, about an hour after the
fire in her home a mile south of
Mayfield. McClain said.
An autopsy Sunday in

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger 8. Times photo

Alex Gleason continued his cross-country bicycle journey Saturday after stopping for
the night Friday in Murray. Here, he is shown traveling down Ky. 121 near the Murray
city limits en route to Clarksville. Tenn., where he hoped to finish Tat day's travels.

•Cyclist ...
From Front
In ,anuast. the less you enjoy

;oial. the more you want to get
it out of the way ... hence the
trend toward getting it fast," he
added."We need to balance
things out more. A rule of
thumb we've come to know is
that the more colorful the food,
more than likely, the better it is
for you, and that's something

we saw (in Spain).Once he concludes his ride.
Gleason said his work will
hardly he done. Preparing for
his sophomore year at Erskine.
he is in the midst of studies for
his PhD degree in international
food science and nutrition, and
he hopes to take his ideas and
others he will be given in coming years to a job associated
with public health, where he
can have a chance to draft laws
promoting healthier lifestyles
for Americans.

NEW YORK (AP) — The
company started by the late
nutrition guru Dr. Robert C.
Atkins to promote a low-carb
lifestyle has filed for bankruptcy
court protection, a further sign
of the waning popularity of the
diet.
A hearing on the prearranged,
Chapter 11 filing by Atkins
Nutritionals Inc. was scheduled
for Monday in U.S. Bankruptcy
Court. spokesman Richard
Rothstein said Sunday.
The privately held company,
founded in 1989 by Dr. Atkins,
said it had reached an agreement
with the majority of its lenders
to give them equity in exchange
for lowered debt.
The company, which sells
Atkins-brand nutrition bars,
shakes and candy as well as
offering low-carb diet information, has been hurt by waning
popularity of its namesake
approach. which focuses on
eliminating carbohydrates such
as bread and pasta to shed
weight.
The diet became one of the
most popular in U.S. history,
spawning a virtual cottage
industry of low-carb regimens
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— but also drew criticism from
experts for its focus on fatty
foods and low fruit and vegetable consumption.
The Atkins company owes
$300 million in outstanding
principal and interest, Rothstein
said. The company said it had
received $25 million in financing to operate during the bankruptcy proceedings, which it
said would not affect day-to-day
operations. •
President and CEO Mark S.
Rodriguez said the company has
in the past year "adjusted our
organization to accommodate a
smaller business" and will promote its brands "more broadly
for consumers who are concerned about heath and wellness."
After it leaves bankruptcy,
the Ronkonkoma, N.Y.-based
company will focus on its nutrition bars and shakes.
A recent survey by the NPD
Group, an independent marketing information company, found
that the number of American
adults on any low-carb diet
peaked at 9.1 percent last
February and dropped to 3.6
percent by mid-November.

•1-24 ...
From Front

Callum, Cooney *Naar
tworsom Memo Pows111111.

Louisville determined the girl
died accidentally of smoke
inhalation, McClain said. The
victim and two other children
were in the care of the 2-yearold's uncle, the coroner said.
Authorities said the blaze
began in the living room of the
frame house. The state fire marshal's office was investigating.

Atkins files for bankruptcy

WEATHER
Tonight will be
mostly clear.
HIGH:
Tuesday will be
mostly sunny
with highs in the
mid 90s
LOW: Tuesay night
will be mostly
clear with lows
in the upper 60s

Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• Pella Corp. workers reported trapped under racks at 9.02 a.m.
Thursday. Calloway County Fire-Rescue, EMS and Murray Fire
Department alsoieesponded.
• A caller from Ky. 121 South reported a dog stolen at 6:31 p.m.
Thursday.
• A purse was reported stolen at Largo's at 11:05 p.m. Thursday.
Murray State University Police Department
• Nineteen abandoned bicycles were recovered near the residential colleges at 10.44 a.m. Thursday.
• A bicycle was reported stolen at 3:01 p.m. Thursday from Carr
Health. It was later recovered after officers were given an
description.
• A small notebook with an MSU key tied to it with a shoe stnng
was found at 5:24 p.m. Thursday at the new Fine Arts building. A
report was taken.
Murray Police Department
• Juveniles were reported on the bridge at Bee Creek and Fourth
Street at 11:43 a.m. Thursday.
• Terroristic threatening was reported at 4:30 p.m. Thursday at
401 S. 11th St.
• A vehicle stolen from Marshall County was in the Holiday Inn
parking lot at 7- 10 p.m. Thursday. The vehicle was returned to the
owner.
•A domestic incident was reported in progress at 1:21 a.m. Friday
at 1732-B Campbell St. A black male subject fled on foot. He possibly had a gun. Officers said he violated his domestic violence
Order.
•A prowler was reported at 1630 Hamilton St. at 2:44 a.m. Friday.
• Two suspicious people were hanging around Martha's restaurant at 4:01 a.m. Friday.
• Items were reported stolen from 1700 Miller St. at 7:57 a.m.
Friday. Extra patrol was requested
• Someone came into the station to report that a moped was
stolen at 3:57 p.m. Friday.
• An injury accident was reported at 4:04 p.m. at Fifth and Olive
streets. Murray Fire Department and EMS also responded.
• Herbert Scandel, 18, of Murray, was arrested for unlawful transaction with a minor when he was served with a warrant at 12:02
a.m. Saturday at Pocket's gas station on 12th and Chestnut
streets.
•A four-wheeler accident with injuries was reported at 10:46 a.m.
Saturday at 1013 Lancaster St. MFD also responded.
• A theft from a vehicle was reported at 11:45 p.m. Saturday at
Nick's.
• Sylvia Spalding, 47, of Owensboro, and Joel Rager, 38, of
Murray, were both arrested Sunday for second-degree criminal
trespassing. Rager also was charged with prescription drug not in
proper container.
• Kern Pagereski, 29, of New Concord, was arrested for theft by
unlawful taking less than $300 and receiving stolen property after
an officer responded to a shoplifting complaint at Wal-Mart at
2:48 4.m. Monday.
Murray Fire Department
• Firefighters from both stations responded to several alarms at
Murray State's campus on Friday. They responded to tire alarms
at Hester College at 9:42 a.m and again at 9:57 a.m. A fire alarm
then sounded at 12:59 p.m. at Regents College.
• A tire alarm sounded at Blackburn Science Building at 10:03
a.m. Sunday. Both stations responded.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.

police.
Both westbound laneg of the
highway, west of the Purchase
Park way interchange, were

closed for about three hours as a
result of the wreck.
An investigation into the
cause of the accident is underway by a KSP accident reconstruction team.
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Bolton expected to be named to UN

By TERENCE HUNT
AP White
House Correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Frustrated
by
Democrats,
President Bush will circumvent
the Senate today and install
embattled nominee John Bolton
to be ambassador to the United
Nations, a senior administration
official said.
Bush has the power to fill
vacancies
without
Senate
approval
w bile
Congress is
in
recess.
Under the
Constitution,
a
recess
Bolton
appointment
during the
iawmakers' August break would
last until the next session of
Congress, which begins in
January 2007.
In advance of Bush's
announcement, Democrats said
Bolton would start his new job
on the wrong foot in a recess
appointment.
"He's damaged goods. This is
a person who lacks credibility,"
Sen. Christopher Dodd of
Connecticut, a senior Democrat
on the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, said on "Fox News
Sunday." Bush, he said, should
think again before using a recess
appointment to place Bolton at
the United Nations while the
Senate is on its traditional
August break.
But Republicans appearing
on Sunday's news shows said
Bolton is the man the White
House wants and he's the right
person to represent the United
States at the world body.
Bolton's appointment ends a
five-month impasse-between the
administration and Senate
Democrats.
The battle grabbed headlines

Specter: Senate
couldn't override a
Busk veto now

WASHINGTON (A )— Senate supporters of a measure to
ease restrictions on e1lbryonic stem cell research lack the votes
to override a threatev,i.tp by President
Bush, a top proponent of the research says.
A favorable Senate vot is considered
more likely now that Maj rity Leader Bill
Frist, R-Tenn., hiS—leverced his position to
support more federal dollars for research.
However, a Senate vote would not matter if,
as lawmakers predicted, a Bush veto stands
in the House.
Sen. Arlen Specter, R-Pa., who is sponsoring a bill easing restrictions that Bush put
Specter
in place, said Frist gave his side "a big
boost." A vote on the measure could come in September.
While a bill would pass the Senate with a simple majority, 67
senators would be needed to fend off a veto by Bush if all 100
senators voted.
"My analysis is that we have 62 votes at the present time, and
we've got about 15 more people who are thinking it over."
Specter said Sunday on CBS'"Face the Nation." "I believe that
by the time the vote comes up, we'll have 67."
Richmond Dispatch-Times/AP photo
President Bush speaks during the 2005 National Boy Scout Jamboree at Fort
Appearing with Specter, Sen. Sam Brownback, R-Kan., a
A.P. Hill
leading opponent of embryonic stem cell research, countered:
near Bowling Green, Va., Sunday.
"You don't have the votes in the House of Representatives to
last spring amid accusations that battle, growing into numerous were secretly picked
overcome a presidential veto."
up by the
Bolton abused subordinates and allegations that he had abused National Security
The bill passed the House in May by.44 votes, far below the
Agency.
twisted intelligence to shape his underlings or tried to browbeat Democrats said the
two-thirds majority in the 435-member House needed to override
material
conservative ideology, and as intelligence analysts whose might show that Bolton
a veto. However, Specter said Frist's endorsement could provide
conWhite House and GOP leader- views differed from his own.
ducted a witch hunt for analysts
"a little political cover" for House members to vote to override.
ship efforts to ram the nominaDespite lengthy investiga- or others who disagreed with
Supporters of the research believe that stem c-Jis, which
tion through the Senate fell tions, it was never clear that him.
potentially can grow into any type of tissue in the • I
Old the
short.
Bolton did anything iniprOjier..
The top Republican and
promise of one day treating Alzheimer's and Park' -In's disIn recent weeks, it faded into Witnesses told the committee Democrat on the Senate
eases, cancer, diabetes, spinal cord injuries and more.
the background as the Senate that Bolton lost his temper, tried Intelligence Committee
received
, "It's one of the most exciting medical findings of our age,"
prepared to begin a -nomination to engineer the ouster of at least a limited briefing on the
con- V.
Ien. Joseph Lieberman, D-Conn., said on CNN's "Late Edition."
battle over John Roberts, the two intelligence analysts and tents of the messages
Bolton
However, even supporters allow that successful stem cell
federal appeals judge that Bush'' otherwise threw his weight saw, but were not told
the
treatments are still years away. Foes of the research consider it
chose to replace the retiring around. But Democrats were names.
the equivalent of abortion because embryos must be destroyed to
Justice Sandra Day O'Connor at never -able to establish that his
Democrats said that was not
harvest the stem cells.
the Supreme Court.
actions crossed the line to out- good enough, but later offered a
"And this is an innocent human life," Sen, Rick Santorum, RAt Bolton's April confirma- and-out harassment or improper compromise. After much back
Pa., said on ABC's "This Week." "You're destroying this life for
tion hearing. Democrats raised intimidation.
and forth, with the White House
the purpose of research which has questionable value."
additional questions about his
Separately. Democrats and claiming Democrats had moved
Santorum said that "without question, the president will veto
demeanor and attitude toward the White House deadlocked the goal posts, no other senator
this."
lower-level government offi- over Bolton's acknowledged saw any of the material.
cials. Those questions came to request for names of U.S off-1dominate Bolton's confirmation dials whose communications

Iran to allow nuclear plant to resume some activities

TEHRAN, Iran (AP) — Iranian technicians were expected to break U.N. seals on
the Isfahan nuclear plant today, allowing
uranium processing to resume, a spokesman
for Iran's Supreme National Security
'Council said.
Officials from the U.N.'s nuclear watchdog agency will supervise the removal of the
United Nations seals, the first step toward
restarting, central Iran's Isfahan Nuclear
7

Conversion Facility, said All Agha
Mohammadi, spokesman for Iran's Supreme
National Security Council, according to a
report from the official IRNA news agency.
Reprocessing uranium is a step below
uranium enrichment, which is to remain suspended, said Mohammadi. The United
States claims the Iranian nuclear program is
designed to produce weapons, a claim Iran
denies.

Iran's apparent decision to call off its
nuclear freeze sparked an immediate warning from the European Union, which said
any move to restart enrichment would darn
age EU-lran trade talks.
'We expect Iran to live up to the commitment of the Paris agreement" of nuclear
talks with the EU, said European
Commission spokesman Stefaan De Rynck.
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Good news comes
with tough choices
FRANKFORT, Ky. — After weeks of the worst kind of public
relations and just plain bungling, Gov. Ernie Fletcher had some
good news last week and wasted no time in sharing it.
For the first time in at least four years, the state had taken in
more in tax revenues during the last fiscal year than it had budgeted in expenditures.
An improved state and national economy
translated into higher taxable personal and corporate income, and that higher income meant
people were spending money on goods that are
subject to the state's 6 percent sales tax. And all
this happened before Fletcher's own "tax modernization" plan kicked in last month.
Even though the amount of the surplus $214 million — sounds substantial, it really
isn't. Something in the neighborhood of $I billion
has been slashed out of state spending in
Agree Or
recent years, so the new surplus will only parNot
By Todd Duvall tially make up for those successive spending
Syndicated
In fact, the had news is that Fletcher will
Columnist
has e to make some hard decisions on where the
extra money will be spent, decisions that can be
as difficult politically as decisions on where to
cut spending.
Everyone will have their hands out.
So far:Fletcher has said only that $90 million of the surplus
will be put into the state's reserve "Rainy Day Fund" that is used
to quiet Wall Street concerns about the state's ability to meet its
debt obligations when the economy turns sour, and to give Fletcher
and future governors a cushion to fall back on when tax receipts
don't mote budgeted expenditures.
That can happen with little warning and means hard times once
again have arrived in the commonwealth.
The question now is what Fletcher will do %kith the rest ot the
surplus, about S124 million. He sensibly decided to wait a few
months to make those decisions so the full extent of what money
will be available is better known.
With Kentucky has tug the
Nevertheless, there is reason emergency medical department
ber of the Eastern Kentucky
The General Assembly's budget gives Flelater several options
nation's highest number.of
for concern about the number
at the University of Kentucky
ATV Association, said it's
for spending the $124 million — raises for school teachers and
...ATV-related fatalities, supportof deadly ATV accidents that
Medical Center.
unsafe for anyone to ride allmoney for other education programs and to cover the mounting
ers are hoping that a bill requir- continue to plague this state.
If Humphries and Mary
terrain vehicles without a heldeficit in the state Medicaid program.
ing children ages 16 and
Kentucky had 109 ATV-related
Haas of the Brain Injury
met. But Young said he wasn't
Within 24 hours of Fletcher's announcement of the surplus,
younger to wear helmets while
deaths between 2000 and 2002
Associatibn of Kentucky had
sure whether a law was needed.
educators and Medicaid advocates were jockeying to get as much
riding their four-wheelers will
— the highest number of fatali- their druthers, the General
Both children and adults should
of the money as possible.
fare better in the 2006
ties in the nation, said Michele
Assembly would enact a law
also be required to attend safety
Teachers want another 2 percent raise on top of the 3 percent
Kentucky General Assembly
Finn of the Brain Injury
requiring helmets for all ATV
classes. Young said.
budgeted. They argue correctly that teachers' salaries in Kentucky
than similar measures in previAssociation of Kentucky.
riders regardless of their age.
A helmet law for ATV operare rapidly falling behind salaries in surrounding states, making it
ous Ic.&lative Fssions.
Pennsylvania was second with
However, they recognize that
ators under lb would send the
difficult to retain top-quality teachers in Kentucky classrooms. And
Howe'verreGen if legislators
73 deaths during that time, folthe political odds of the
right message and may reduce
there are all those programs central to education reform like school
enact a helmet requirement for
lowed
Texas
by
with
70.
The
General
Assembly enacting
the number of deaths and seriresource centers that have seen substantial funding cuts in recent
children on ATVs, the law may
numbers were based on statissuch a law range somewhere
ous injurifs caused by ATV
yearS.
be difficult to enforce. That's
tics,
from
the
Consumer
Product
between nil and slim. After all,
accidents in the state. However,
Medicaid. on the other hand, is facing a huge deficit in the curbecause moss ATV,a sift
Safety'Conunission-.
'.• "-'' bitht reqinting helmets for ATV the best solution is for those
rent fsscal year, a deficit that could be erased orgy by devoting vir- ed
on private property in rural,
An internal UK study
riders under the age of 16 have
who own ATVs to take steps to
tually every dollar of the surplus to the federal/state health care
often remote, areas far from the showed that between 1996 and
not come close to gaining
assure that those who operate
program for the poor and disabled. Advocates for the poor argue
eyes of law enforcement offi20011 the hospital's trauma'een- , approval during recent legislathem wear helmets and other
that even the small co-payments recently imposed for medical
cers. In such situations, who is
ter admitted 151 patients under
tive sessions.
safety gear whether they are 15
services will fall as a heavy burden on tlese_xith the least ability
going to cite a child for failing
the age of 18 with ATV-related
Responsible ATV operators
or 60.
to pay them.
to don a helmet when racing'an injuries, said Dr. Roger
recognize the need for safety
—The (Ashland) Daily
Fletcher also will be under pressure from other groups to get a
ATV over rugged terrain?
Humphries,chairman of the
measures. Don Young, a memIndependent
part of the surplus. News that Kentucky fell to 42nd among the 50
states last year in the respected national Kids Count survey of child
well-being certainly will give children's advocacy groups ammunition to argue for more funding to fight child poverty in Kentucky.
And no one yet knows what the decision for the state to adopt a
self-insurance program of health insurance for its employees and
, In our many years of reading and
hensively. This is powerful reading.
roads and better education for all peoples, a
teachers will mean when it comes to paying for that health care.
reviewing books, we have often pined to be
The "tour-de-force" this book represents devout embracer of equal justice for all
And finally, some of that surplus must be used for unexpected
able to apply to one of them a label often
is this: as many biographies as we have
under the Constitution, and an energetic and
state government expenses. Two feet of snow this winter that shuts used by other reviewers — namely. "tourread — numbering in the hundreds — this
canny scholar and campaigner.
down the interstates for days on end, or a blast of springtime torna- de-force." The phrase signifies a "major
is the first one to go into such extraordinary
The book is not without a couple of
does across Kentucky can eat up a lot of state money very fast.
achievement" and "over-powering evidence depth about the formative years of a perminor weaknesses. Focusing as he does on
Some decisions Fletcher makes in the weeks ahead won't be
and argument," presented in "captivating
sonage.
Black's first forty formitive years, little
easy. For every group that gets money, there will be a deserving
and compelling language."
Suitts knew that Black's career in the
space is left for reviewing his more imporgroup that is disappointed.
Now, at long last, we
Senate and on the Supreme Court can only
tant years, spent in Washington, the years in
Let's hope Fletcher does a better job deciding how to spend that
can apply the "tour-debe understood by uncovering formative
which he earned the enmity of his fellow
surplus than he did in hiring the personnel people who may end up
force"judgment. We
influences such as his dirt-farm childhood,
southerners and was cast as a "liberal above
sending Fletcher before a grand jury under oath and without a
award it: wholeheartedly alcoholic father, saintly mother, and Baptist all liberals" on the Court. Suitts simply
lawyer at his side.
and enthusiastically, to a rearing could be re-created, and by followassumes that his readers know Black's
long biography that cov- ing his early legal career.
record — and, indeed, there have been severs only the early childAnd that early career cannot be undereral biographies of Hugo Black which have
hood and lawyering
stood, Suitts sees, unless the researcher
covered those years (although probably
years of a distinguished
immerses himself in Alabama history of
ignored by many readers). He is interested
Alabamian who rose to
those years, particularly the history of proin that record's causes.
And Suitts also needs to bone up on his
Soythern become a U. S. Senator hibition, the struggles of the labor moveand one of the most out- ment (mining and steel), the anomalies of
Civil War history a bit. Black's uncle,
en
1001 V. hitnell Ave.• Murray, Is 42(171-1044)
standing Supreme Court the Alabama convict-lease system, the class Columbus('turn," Black's mother's first
By Larry
justices
of the 20th
struggles between Old South aristocracy
Phone (270) 753-1916• Fax (270) 753-1927
love), killed at Gettysburg. served under
McGehee
and New South populists, the nature of the
- Syndicated Century.
General Cadmus Wilcox (not "Ladmus");
Mon. - Fri. 7:30 a.m. - 3 p.m.• Closed Sat. & Sun.
This "tour-de-force"
Klan and its distinctions in 1924-26 from
Pickett's Charge took place on the third
Columnist
Alice Rouse. Publisher
comes from Steve Suius. what it had been and what it would become, day, not the second; and Nathan Bedford
eln.111..1.
01111Irra%
lger.rom
and its title is Hugo
the slipshod peculiarities of the state and
F:ric alker. Editor
ittoKa murras
Forrest was not the last Confederate general
-ow
Black of Alabama: How His Roots and
local laws, the double-meaning allegiances
Slone Carisler. kthertising Mgr.
to surrender.
0..42mu rrio ledger:cum
Early Career Shaped the'Great Champion
and alliances that Alabama politics created,
But what Suitts lacks in accuracy for the
Jill •teldierni, Classifieth Mgr.
•Lissifi.s Ira
lisiger.corri
of the Constitution(New South Books,
the
personalized relationships among public 1860s he more than compensates for in his
flopt I
:in ulation • in 111.111.1141 iniirra lei Igerscom
2005.640 pp.). Suitts hails from Winston
figures, the precursor poverty periods in
grasp of Alabama history in the first
'Tannin
Ofta Mgr.
lt lwful....inairlitirra ledger.com
County that county that seceded from
Alabama before the Great Depression. the
decades (pre-FDR)of the 20th Century.
rialr,gesstorniirr
Rita
alislger.i
\IP.
Alabama when Alabama seceded from the
residual effects of Reconstruction, and the
Armed with that information in abundance,
Tom 11,11. Pr-oilin.iniri Mgr.
rumlt4m ruurnr‘ledger.i.om
Union), attended the University of Alabama networks of organizations (Baptists,
Stints almost becomes Hugo Black himself.
Jo iturk,,,,.
in.burkeenw. Ira% ledger.com
(where he was a student in my seminar on
Methodists, Pythians, Knights of
No biography in our memory succeeds
,at
the South). and worked for the Selma Inter- Columbus, Civitans, Masons, and others)
trt• IA
1.1)r1.Aarittirra ledger.coni
so well in discovering and cataloging genetReligious Project and founded the Alabama
Michael I
.SportsV nter
which influenced decision-making and votspratrAaniurravledger.coni
ic, sociological, historical, economic, ethCivil Liberties Union. before moving to
ers' choices.
John %right. PiailIiscrapher/Repurter
rim. rightta mum,
nic, religious, accidental, and political
. lger.i.om
Atlanta to serve as head of the Southern
With that context painted in all its colors forces shaping a life and career. Steve Suitts
Tom Rem. Reporter
therrttrimurra)knitter:cum
Regional Council (historically the first
and details. Suitts is able to present us with
shows us what "tour-de-force" really
Kristin Tin tor. Reporter
ktay lawkrniurray lealger.com
southern interracial group). Now he works
a Hugo Black who was an adamant prohibi- means.
for another regional education foundation
tionist, a fervent Baptist, a meticulous readSubscription Kanc.t
and teaches at Emory. He has spent decades er of the law and interpreter of nuances, a
oalwcri{atains
ill
payable in athwart. Rowe riellYery 6 dart a week.
Larry McGehee, professor-emeritus at
doing the research for this book, and he has champion of powerless convicts and union
Wofford College, may be reached by e-mail
_done his research diligently and compreMarled in le/loway Co., Benton,
members, a spokesman for visions of better at mcgeheelt@ woffordedu.
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AN helmet law would send right message

Biography illustrates 'tour-de-force'
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Letters to the Editor Policy
s/ Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-mailed to editor@murrayledger.com.
✓ Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
address and phone number. (-mailed letters must have
address and phone number.
✓ Letters should be kept between 300-400 words and
must be typed. Handwritten letters will not be published.

Mur

V The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to edit
or reie-ct any letter on the basis of length, style, spelling.
grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to
the Forum page. Letters of a "thank you" nature that
single out sponsors, businesses or individuals by name,
except those directed toward the community as a whole,
will not be accepted.
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Saudi King Fahd dies at 84, brother Abdullah to rule

Mrs. Mary Louise Steele
Mrs. Mary Louise Steele, 99, former resident of Miller Avenue.
Murray, died Sunday, July 31, 2005, at I p.m. at West View Nursing
Home, Murray.
She and her late husband, Cullie Steele, were the owners and
operators of the former Pine Bluff Resort. She was a member of
First Baptist Church, Murray.
Also preceding her in death were two sisters, Opal Roach and
Rena Seawright, and two brothers, John Seawright and Hoy
Seawright. Born Aug. 31, 1905, in Model,Tenn., she was the daughter of the late Eugene Seawright and Johnnie Ellen McCage
Seawright.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Peggy Steele Peskuski and
husband, Robert, Murray; one son, Thomas E. Steele and wife,
Jeanne, one granddaughter, Mrs. Leslie Ann Skinner and husband,
Thomas, and two great-grandchildren, Morgan Rene and Taylor Ann
Skinner, all of Houston, Texas.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

R.G. Henson
R.G. Henson, 76, Hickory Grove Road, Almo, died Saturday,
July 30, 2005, at 3:55 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was a Korean conflict veteran, having
served in the United States Marine Corps. He
had been employed for 31 years at General Tire,
Mayfield, and was a member of Hardin Baptist
Church.
Born Sept. 30, 1928, in Graves County, he
was the son of the late Frank Henson and Estelle
Edwards Henson. Also preceding him in death were one sister, Iva
Mae Dixon, and four half brothers, Refus Tabers, A.B. Tabers,
Raymond Tabers and L.E. Young.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Hilda Neale Henson, to whom
he was married Sept. 3, 1955; one daughter, Mrs. Jana Paschall and
husband, Mitchell, Murray; three sons, Robert Henson, Murray,
Gary Henson and wife, Rita, Almo, and Barry Henson and wife,
Amy, Hickory; one sister, Mrs. Dorothy Burkeen, Calvert City; one
brother, James Henson and wife, Frances, Sedalia; eight grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of ChurchillImes Family Funeral Home. Bro. Ricky Cunningham and Bro. Trad
York will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today
(Monday).

Larry t Tidwell
Larry T. Tidwell, 53, Point Pleasant Road, Buchanan, Tenn., died
Saturday, July 30, 2005, at 5:30 p.m. His death followed an extended illness.
An Army veteran of the Vietnam War, he was
a molding supervisor for Letica Corp., Fulton.
He was of Baptist faith.
Born Oct. 7, 1951, in Murray ,he was the son
of the late Comelus Tidwell and Catherine
Watson Tidwell. One sister, Mary Tidwell, also
preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Joanne Bass Tidwell, to whom
he was married Jan. 5, 2003; one daughter, Mrs. Cathy Hill and husband, Tate, Benton; one son, Chris Tidwell and wife, Gina, Murray;
one stepdaughter, Mrs. Kelly Calhoon and husband, Terry. Dexter;
one stepson, David Singleton and wife, Ginger, Murray; one sister,
Mrs. Lavella Hayden and husband, Gene, Bardwell; three brothers,
Dennis Tidwell and wife, Joyce, Tim Tidwell and wife, Eva, and
Kenneth Tidwell and wife, Ellen, all of Murray: three
grandchildren, Taylor Diszewski, Mia Tidwell and Derrick Hill; three stepgrandchildren, Kyle Singleton, Cassidy Singleton and Landon
Calhoon.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. Bro. Brent Ramsey will officiate. Burial
will follow in the Salem Cemetery at Lynn Grove.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Monday).

By ABDULLAH AL-SHIHRI
Associated Press Wnter
RIYADH, Saudi Arabia (AP)
— Saudi Arabia's King Fahd.
who moved his country closer to
the United States but ruled the
world's largest oil producing
nation in name only since suffering a stroke in 1995, died early
Monday, the Saudi royal court
said. He was said to be 84.
Crown Prince Abdullah, the
king's 81-year-old half brother
and the country's de factor ruler.
was appointed the new monarch.
"With all sorrow and sadness.
the royal court in the name of his
highness
Crown
Prince
Abdullah bin Abdul Ariz and all
members of the family
announces the death of the custodian of the two holy mosques,
King Fahd bin Abdul Aziz,"
according to a statement read on
state-run Saudi TV by the country's information minister.
Fahd died at approximately
2:30 am. EDT, a senior Saudi
official in Washington told The
Associated Press. President
Bush was alerted within minutes
of Fahd's death, the official said
on condition of anonymity. The
king's funeral was to be held
Tuesday evening, he said.
Saudi TV, which said the
king was 84 years of age, broke
into regular broadcasting to
announce Fahd's death. Quranic
verse recitals followed the
announcement by the minister,
lyar bin Amin Madani, whose
voice wavered with emotion as
he read the statement.
Madani said only that the
king, whose exact date of birth
wasn't known,died of an illness.
Fahd died at the King Faisal
Specialist Hospital in the Saudi
capital, Riyadh, where he was
admitted on May 27 for unspecified medical tests, an official at
the hospital told The Associated
Press on condition of anonymity.
At the time of his widely

And Abdullah
who before
coming to power had not been
happy with Saudi Arabia's close
alliance V. oh and military
dependence on the United States
and Washington's perceived bias
toward Israel — rebuilt the kingdom's ties with the U.S. He visited President Bush twice at
Bush's ranch in Crawford,
Texas, most recently in April
2005.
Visitors who saw King Fahd
after his 1995 stroke reported he
was barely aware of what was
going on around him. Foreign
dignitaries usually were allowed
brief meetings with him, their
visits lasting only as long as it
took to film TV footage for the
AP photo state-run stations.
On newscasts, the king was
King Fahd of Saudia Arabia, right, and the Saudi Crown
Prince Abdullah bin Abdel Aziz, left, are seen in this 1981 shown seated as he extended his
photo taken in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. Fahd, who moved hand to visitors or sipped coffee.
his country closer to the United States but ruled in name Occasionally, policy statements,
,i0nly since suffering a stroke in 1995, died early Monday, comments or speeches were
issued in his name, and he was
the Saudi royal court said. He was 84. Crown Prince
shown chairing ministerial
Abdullah, the king's half brother and Saudi Arabia's de
meetings when Abdullah was
factor ruler, was appointed the country's new monarch.
out of town.
publicized hospitalization that of Kuwait.
Fahd was proclaimed the
caused concern home and
In his last years, Fahd was fifth king of Saudi Arabia on
abroad, officials said he was suf- more of a figurehead than the June 13. 1982, three years after
fering from pneumonia and a actual ruler — so he was side- two events that would fuel the
high fever.
lined as the close relationship he rise of Islamic extremism in
The Saudi statement said the nurtured with the United States Saudi Arabia.
new King Abdullah announced deteriorated after the Sept. 11
In 1979, Ayatollah Ruhollah
that his half" brother and the attacks. Fifteen of the 19 hijack- Khomeini founded the Islamic
Saudi defense minister, Prince ers were Saudis, and many in the Republic in Shiite Iran and, in
Sultan bin Abdul Aziz, 77, U.S. administration blamed the same year, radical Muslims
would be the nation's next kingdom's strict Wahabi school briefly took over the holy
crown prince.
of Islam for fueling terrorism.
mosque in Mecca, proclaiming
Ding his rule, the portly.
Abdullah oversaw the crack- the royal family not Islamic
goateed Fahd, who rose to the down on Islamic militants after enough
to rule.
throne in 1982, inadvertently followers of Saudi-born Osama
Those developments, couhelped fuel the rise of Islamic bin Laden launched a wave of
extremism by making multiple attacks, beginning with the May pled with the king's reputation
concessions to hard-liners, hop- 2003 bombings of Western resi- as a former gambler and woming to boost his Islamic creden- dential compounds in Riyadh. anizer, made the liberal-leaning
tials. But then he also brought Abdullah also pushed a cam- Fahd move toward appeasing
the kingdom closer to the United paign against extremist teaching the country's powerful religious
States and agreed to a step that and preaching and introduced establishment, including the
enraged many conservatives: the the kingdom's first elections morals police who enforce the
basing of U.S. troops on Saudi ever — municipal polls held in strict social codes that oblige
women to veil and ban men and
soil after the 1990 Iraqi invasion early 2005.
women from mingling.

U.S. presses for Aug. 15 deadline on

BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) —
Bowing to intense U.S. pressure,
the head of the commission writIf they want a
ing Iraq's new constitution
constitution for aft
agreed Monday to stick to the
Aug. 15 deadline to complete
Iraqis, it can be done
the draft on condition that politon
the 15th.
ical leaders can exert their influence to overcome remaining differences.
Chairman
Humam
— Mohammed AbedHammoudi told parliament that
Rabbou,
he had recommended the comprominent
Sunni
Arab
mission formally ask ,the
National Assembly for more
time after the members dead- tion."
Hammoudi added one condilocked on such issues as the role
Now they are searching for of Islam, federalism and distri- tion: "that the leaders of the bloc
meet on Aug. 5, and on Aug. 12,
those who may have recruited bution of the national wealth.
and directed the attackers and
But U.S. authorities ratcheted we receive the results of their
built the explosives, anxious to up pressure Sunday to stick by discussion. If there are any
catch them before they — or the deadline, which Washington points of disagreement among
other would-be bombers they considers essential to maintain the leaders, they will be brought
command — strike again.
political momentum, undermine forward to the National
Investigators are also search- the insurgency and pave the way Assembly in order for them to
ing for links between the two for the Americans and their solve it."
Khahlzad told reporters after
terror cells, one made up mostly coalition partners to draw down
Hammoudi's
announcement that
of Pakistani Britons and the troops next year.
After meeting with U.S./ the United States was sure that
other mainly of east African
compromises could be made.
immigrants to London. The Ambassador Zalmay Khalil*,
"There are options that can
President
Jalal
Talabani said
groups struck exactly two weeks
be identified," he said. "If there
apart, each attacking three Sunday that all efforts must be
is good will and preparedness to
London Underground trains and made to stick by the timetable
compromise, then it can be
and finish the charter by Aug.
a red double-decker bus.
arrived at. I urge the leaders to
A
spokeswoman
for 15. Intense meetings took place come with that spirit."
London's Metropolitan Police late into the night to find a way
But a prominent Sunni Arab
said investigators believed there out of the impasse.
member was less optimistic, listThe deadline for the commis- ing at least four
were more people at large who
major areas of
played some role in the attacks. sion to ask for an extension was disagreement, including propos"It's extremely likely there Monday. Appearing before par- als to reserve certain jobs for
will be other people involved in liament Monday, Hammoudi specific ethnic or religious
harboring (suspects), financing said that if political leaders meet groups, to allow Iraqis to hold
and making the devices." she this week to resolve the differ- dual citizenship and whether
said, speaking on condition of ences, "on Aug. 15 we can be Arabic alone should be considanonymity, because the depart- able to conclude the constitument does not allow her to give
her name.
Investments Since 18.521—Ouriirst
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21 suspects questioned by British,
Italians in connection to bombings
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LONDON (AP) — Police in
Britain and Italy questioned 21
suspects as they sought to piece
together the networks behind the
London bombings, probing for
possible links between the two
sets of attacks and for connections to any accomplices overt
seas.
Investigators arrested seven
people Sunday at a four-story
brick apartment building in
Brighton, on England's southern
coast, and also searched another
home in the city. They gave few
details about what role the six
men and seven women were suspected of playing in the failed
July 21 attacks on the capital's
transit system.
So far, 18 people are in custody in Britain and three in Italy.
Police say the four suicide
bombers who carried out the
July 7 attacks, which killed 52
victims, are all dead. And they
believe they have arrested all the
failed July 21 bombers, whose
explosives detonated only partially and took no lives.

The
SIMPLE
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Woodmen's SIMPLE IRA Plan is an individual retirement annuity designed
especially for small business owners. It is one of the least expensive retirement
plans available, featuring easy set-up and low-cost administration.
Ask your local Woodmen representative about a SIMPLE way to provide retirement benefits to your employees.

ail

Retirement Answer For Small Businesses

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY

HOME OFFICE: OMAHA,NEBRASKA
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Shelia Crows
Drive
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4741
cell 270-293-7197

330 C.C. Lowry
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ered an officral language. The
Kurds want their language to
have equal status.
"We, the Sunni Arabs, call
for an Arab Iraq with Islam as
the source of legislation and we
reject assigning government
positions along sectarian lines,"
Mohammed Abed-Rabbou said.
"If they want a constitution for
all Iraqis, it can be done on the
15th. But if they insist on sectarian divisions of posts, then it is
difficult."
The interim constitution,
which forms the legal framework for all current Iraqi government activities, states that
parliament must approve the
draft by Aug. 15 — not simply
that the committee produce the
document.
If the political leaders cannot
reach agreement before parliament receives the document,
legislative approval could slip
beyond the deadline. Once the
document receives parliamentary approval, the charter goes to
the voters for approval in a referendum in mid-October.
Defense Secretary Donald H.
Rumsfeld flew to Baghdad on
Wednesday to insist that the
Iraqis finish the constitution on
time. The deliberations took

place against the backdrop of
continuing violence.
In the latest violence, 12 bodies were discovered Monday in
the southern Baghdad neighborhood of Maahf, police said. The
corpses. all men between the
ages of 18 and 45.,, were found
by residents in a trh bin near a
school, said 1 )Lt. Thair
Mahmoud.
The bodies had been tied up
and were shot in the head and
chest, and some showed signs of
torture, he said.
On Sunday, the U.S. military
announced that five more
American service members died
in a pair of explosions in
Baghdad the day before. Their
deaths brought the number of
Americans killed in the last
week to 16.
Members of the drafting
committee had been warning for
weeks that although 90 percent
of the document was completed,
the 71 members could not agree
on a handful of key issues,
including federalism, the role of
Islam, distribution of national
wealth and the name of the
country.

Q: Can I move my
prearranged funeral to your funeral
home?
This is a question we
have been hearing a
lot lately and the
short answer is
YES!
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new Iraqi constitution
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We honor every prearranged funeral to the smallest
detail. We will use the exact merchandise (casket,
vault, flowers, etc.) that you've already selected as
well as provide the identical service you planned.
It's as easy as picking up your phone and calling us.
In addition, we've found that we generally have to
refund money to those that have prearrangements at
another funeral home and later decide to use us! Call
today and see for yourself.

'
-CHURCHI
T
1804 121 N.• Murray, KY 42071
753-8888
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COMMUNITY
Ladies of the Oaks

CCHS Soccer Foundation
plans Alumni Night Friday

Wedding

The Ladies of the Oaks Country Club will hold' their regularly scheduled golf play on Wednesday at 9 a.m.
Painngs will be made at the tee. All members are encouraged to play.
Dot Finch and Bronda Parker will serve as hostesses.
In golf play on July 27, a scramble was held with the team
.of Linda Jones. Melva Hatcher and Cynthia Darnall winning
first.
. Winning second was the team of Jo Anne Auer, Henri Montgomery, Bronda Parker and Mary Alice Smith. Winning third
'was the team of Irene Woods, Dot Finch and Kitty Steele.
Cynthia Darnall served as hostess.
The ladies annual Oaks Ladies Betty Shepard Golf Tournament normally held the first Wednesday in August has been
canceled because of construction of the new greens. However
the tournament will be held at the same time in August 2006.

Calloway County High School Soccer
Foundation will host an Alumni Night for
all of the soccer players on Friday. The
current players, both girls and boys, will
be introduced at this time.
The concession stand will open at 6:30
p.m. The girls game will begin at 7 p.m.
with the boys game to follow. T-shirts and
season passes will be on sale. There will
be a sign up list for volunteers for the upcomlo's
ing games.
Datebook
On Wednesday from 4 to 10 p.m., the
By Jo Burkeen
Soccer Foundation will have a rebate night
Community
at Backyard Burgers. Customers are asked
Editor
to place their receipts in the box provided for the Soccer Team for credit to be given. This money
will help both the girls and boys soccer teams.

Honors Day

Temple Hill Lodge will meet
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 of Free and Accepted Masons
will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the lodge hall on Highway
464, east of Almo.
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Singles will meet Tuesday
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the
annex of Calloway Public Library. This is open to all singles.
For information call Mike at 759-3180, Helen at 761-3141 or
Pat at 489-2909.
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Al-Anon meeting is Tuesday

114v-kand-Mrs. Clark

SHERRY McCLAINNISll photo
UNIVERSITY HONOR - Dr Marcia Hobbs, right, chairman of the department 41, nursing at Murray State
University, congratulates Carla A. Davis of Murray on
being named the Outstanding Senior Nursing Student,
the Sigma Theta Tau Outstanding Student and to
Who's Who Among Students in American universities
and colleges at the university's annual Honors Day
program. Davis is married to Jim Davis. A May magna
cum laude graduate, she majored in nursing.

Ashley Dawn Waggoner and Jeremiah Thomas Clark were
married Friday. June 17, 2005, in a private ceremony.
The bride chose her cousin, Aprit Hamlin of Mayfield, as
her maid of honor.
The groom chose Roger White of Murray as best man.
A reception was held on June 18 at the Ellis Center in
Murray.
Parents of the couple are Mr. and-MIS. Albert Waggoner of
Mayfield and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Clark of Fancy Farm.
Grandparents of the bride are Mable Douglas and the late
Leslie Douglas of Murray and Mary Lou Waggoner and the
late Noble Waggoner of Mayfield.
Grandparents of the groom are Jodie Hatcher and Hank and
Edith Hatcher of Murray, the late Caroline Clark of Virginia
and the late Charles Clark of Nevada.
Mrs. Clark is a gradul„ of Mayfield High School and is a
student of West Kentucky Community and Technical College.
The groom is a graduate of Murray High School and is
employed by Briggs and Stratton.

Kirksey High School Class of 1955 has 50-year

Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside fear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that
there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative
or friend.

CCHS Council will meet
Calloway County High School Site-based Decision Making
Council will meet Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. in the media center.

Murray High School has announced registration times for
the various classes and a make up day. Times will be from
9 a.m. to noon and 1 to 3 p.m. each day. Seniors will register today; juniors Tuesday; sophomores Wednesday; freshmen Thursday; and make up day on Friday. School fees will
be due at the time of registration. Students may also put
money in their lunch account.

CCHS Band selling band hats
Calloway County High School Band is selling band hats
from the uniforms worn the previous nine years. If you would
like a band hat as a momento of your high school band days,
the donation requested is $5. A protective case will be included with this purchase. All money from this sale will go into
the uniform account to buy and maintain necessary uniform
items. Hats will be available on Tuesday after 5 p.m. in the
high school band room.

Members of the new Murray Chapter of TOPS , #616 are
celebrating losing over 100 pounds. They are dedicated to
helping each other take off pounds sensibly. The chapter will
meet Tuesday in the annex of Calloway Public Library. Weighin will be from 8:30 to 9 a.m. with the meeting to be held
from 9 to 10 a.m. For more information call Joyce at 7611491 or visit www.tops.org.

Angel Alert issued by center
Calloway County Family Resource Center has issued an
angel alert for a refrigerator for a family. Any one having one
to donate is asked to call the center at 762-7333.

MKS Council will meet
Murray Middle School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. in the school library. All
interested persons are invited.

Life House plans golf tournament

Ladies of Murray Country Club
Theatres
1008 Chestnut St
NO CHECKS
.. ChEDULE GOOD THRU AUG. .1
SNOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT & SUN ONLY

Must Love Dogs
PG13 - 7:20 - 9:25
The Bad News Bears
PG13 - 7:15 - 9:35
Charlie& illabociate Factory
PG- 7:05 - 9:30
Stealth
PG13 - 7:30 - 9:55

The ladies of Murray Country Club will have their regular golf play on Wednesday at
9 a.m. at the club.
Beth Belote will be golf
hostess. Ladies are asked to
cal/ Belote if you do not plan

WESTERN KENTUCKY LOCATION

Sky High
PG - 7:00 - 9:10
The Island
PG13 - 6:55
Fantastic 4
PG13 - 9:40

*Free In-Home Estimates
'Financing Available
*Window Blinds
•Professoonal Installation
•100% Satisfaction Guarantee
•All Malor Brands of Ceramic
Carpet Vinyl Hardwood,
Laminate and Commercial
Flooring

Wedding Crashers
R - 7:25 - 9:50

CALL CONNIE PACE FOR YOUR
FREE IN HOME ESTIMATE'
Office'(866)936-6600
Cell (270) 293-8086
ve‘•rw shopathomecarpets corn

• Paotrai• Inferaamtle. Csli'11.-331,1 •

to play. Anyone not listed in
the line-up but wishing to play
should call Belote or show up
Wednesday morning.
The line-up is as follows:
Tee 1 - Betty Jo Purdom.
Linda Burgess, Ve Sevems and
Venela Sexton,
Tee 3 - Ann Brown. 'nos
Orr and Manlyn Adkins,
Tee 4 - Rainey Apperson,
Barbara Grey, Norma Frank
and Patsy Green.
Tee 7 - Evelyn Jones, Sheila
Lipsey, Betty Stewart and Betty

SUBSCR1131

Night, Night. Baby Life House second golf tournament will
be Aug. 5 at 6 p.m. at Oaks Country Club. A few slots are
still open. For more information or to play in the tournament
call Life House at 753-0700.

MWC Board will meet
The Executive Board of the Murray Woman's Club will
meet tonight at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. Pat Harrington,
president. urges all board members to attend.

Masonic lodge will meet
Lowry:
Tee 9 - Betty Shepperson and
Frances Hulse.
Rainey Apperson, hostess
for play on July 27, has released
the following winners:
Champion flight - Sherri
Heeke, first gross. and Linda
Burgess, first low net:
First flight - Peggy Shoemaker, low gross. and Barbara
Gray, low net:
Second flight - Veneta Sexton, low gross. and Patsy Green,
low net;
Third flight - Ann Brown, low
gross, Sheila Lipsey, low net:
Nine Hole golfers - Ann Stanley, first, and Betty Shopperson. second

\
ALLIED
HOME MORTGAGE
NL CAPITAL CORPORATION
AMERICA'S LARGEST COAST-TO-COAST - NOW IN MURRAY
• Ikea bold "oe" by sifters? 01111 as a call er cease by our office!
• We leave programs that afbera as to say "yes"
Is year bow, purchase or refloaace.
• Call it mei by today ter your fres pre-approval!

200 Poplar St. • Murray, KY
Phone 270-753-7665 or Toll Free 888-246-4093
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MHS gives registration dates

TOPS Chapter will meet

Photo provided
Kirksey High School Class of 1955 met for their 50-year class reunion on July 22 With a catered meal at the Murray
State University Curris Center. Those attending were, from left, front row, Linda Hurt Jarvis, Maxine Jones Carlisle,
Sue Beach White, Janice Cain Compton, Charolette Riley Irvan, Shelby Parker Suiter, second row, Betty Johnson
Williams, Charles Coleman. Glen Armstrong, Junior Compton. Gerald Stone, Shelba Bazzell Barnett, third row, Billy
Smith, Edgar Doores. Charles Tucker, Teddy Beane, Charles Smith, Jimmy Wilson and Sue Culver Bertalet. Class
members unable to attend were Jean Riley, H.L. Jones, Evelyn Darnell Smith and James S. Boggess.
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Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will
meet tonight at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall, Ky. 121 North
and Robertson Road North. Murray.

CCHS Touchdown Club to meet
The

Touchdown Club of Calloway County High School
will meet in the fieldhouse tonight at 6 p.m. This is a very
important planning meeting for "Meet the Lakers." All members and interested persons are urged to attend.

Basketball Chair Seats available
seats

Chair
have been installed on the press box side of
the Laker gymnasium of Calloway County High School. They
will be available for purchase by interested persons after the
start of school in August. Those who wish to purchase a chair
seat season pass should stop by the high school main office
to pick up a fact sheet which explains how the chair seats
will be sold and the cost tor chair seat passes.

cElle's Dance Stuclio

TAP BALLET,POINTE, JAZZ AND LYRICAL DANCE AGES 3 & L P

- REGISTRATION
Monday, Aug. 1
Tuesday, Aug. 2
Tuesday, Aug- 9
3:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
901 Arcadia Circle • Murray • 753-5352
Arum Gillum - DirectorlOwner
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=Scholarships
Bryan Coles, a 2005 graduate of Calloway County High
School, has been awarded the
Herman K. Ellis Memorial
Scholarship and the Mabel Garrett Pullen Freshman Agriculture Scholarship to attend Murray State University.
The Herman K. Ellis Memorial Scholarship is available to
agriculture majors who have a
particular interest in agri-business or who own/operate a
farm. Recipients must have a
minimum 2.75 GPA and preferably reside in Calloway County.
The Mabel Garrett Pullen
Freshmen Agriculture Scholarship is awarded to entering
freshmen students pursuing an
agriculture-related career.
Coles is the son of Daryl
and Karen Coles of Hazel. He
will be majoring in agriculture
business at Murray State.
While in high school, Coles
served as chapter sentinel for
Future Farmers of America and
played baseball, where he was
named to the First Region Team
and All-Star Team. He was
also a member of the Pep Club.
Danielle Elkins, a 2005
graduate of Calloway County
High School, has been awarded the Special Achievement
Scholarship to attend Murray
State University.
The scholarship recognizes
entering freshmen or transfer
students who are outstanding
achievers or leaders.
Elkins is the daughter of
Phillip and Carl Elkins of Murray. She will be majoring in
nursing at Murray State.
While in high school, Elkins
was a member of the volleyball team, Distributive Education Clubs of America and the
Pep Club. She was a four-year
honor roll student and received
academic awards in math and
science.
David Crouch, a 2005 graduate of Calloway County High
School, has been awarded the
Mabel Garrett Pullen Freshman
Agriculture Scholarship,
Jackson
Purchase
Agricu I ture Cced,
it Association Scholarship and
the U.S.
Smokeless
Tobacco/Murray
State Alton Adams Scholarship
to attend Murray State .University.
The Mabel Garrett Pullen
Freshmen Agriculture Scholarship is awarded to entering
freshmen students pursuing an
agriculture-related career.
The MSU Jackson Purchase
Agriculture Credit Association
Scholarship is awarded to students planning to major in agriculture.
The U.S. Smokeless Tobacco/Murray State Alton Adams
Scholarship is available to students pursuing an area of agriculture major and whose immediate family is involved in dark
tobacco production. A minimum 2.5 GPA is required.
Crouch is the son of Ricky
and Tammie Crouch of Murray. He will be majoring in
agriculture at Murray State.
While in high school, Crouch
served as president of For the
Future of Agriculture and president of the Senior Parliamentary Procedure Team. He was
involved in the Envirothon and
Impromptu teams. He was a

Wedding
member of the Pep Club, Beta
Club and Fellowship of Christian Athletes.
Named to Who's Who
Among American High School
Students, he was a Student
Billboard Representative for
Purchase Area Tobacco Coalition for health (PATCH). He
also received the "Outstanding
Achievement in Carpentry"
Award.
Jessica Garner,a 2005 graduate of Calloway County High
School, has been awarded the
Jack and Janice Rose Honorary
Scholarship to attend Murray
State University.
The scholarship is available
to incoming freshmen that are
graduates of Calloway County
-High School. A 3.0 GPA is
required.
Gamer is the daughter of
Judy Smith of Murray. She
will be majoring in nursing at
Murray State.
While in high school, Garner was a member of Beta
Club, Foreign Language Club,
and Pep Club.
Kristin Downs, a 2005 graduate of Calloway County High
School, has been awarded the
Leadership Award to attend
Murray State University.
The award is based on contributions in high school activities, and church and community service. Recipients must
have a minimum 2.75 GPA.
Downs is the daughter of
Steve and Rita Downs of Murray. She Will be majoring in
animal health technology at
Murray State.
While in high school, Downs
was a member of the Pep Club,
Beta Club, and Future Business Leaders of America.
Maegan Coles, a 2005 graduate of Calloway County High
School, has been awarded the
Calloway
County
Conservation Scholarship and
the Mabel
Garrett
Pullen
Freshman
Agriculture Scholarship.
. The Mabel Garrett Pullen
Freshmen Agriculture Scholarship is awarded to entering
freshmen students pursuing an
agriculture-related career.
Coles is the daughter of Tim
and Kathy Coles of Murray.
She will be majoring in animal health technology at Murray State.
While in high school, Coles
was a member of For the Future
r Agriculture Club, Fellowship of Christian jhletes, and
the Pep Club.
has been
involved in small animal judging, where she received first
place honors, and was on the
Envirothon team. She was also
named chapter sweetheart of
FFA.
Ricky Futrell, a 2005 graduate of Calloway County High
School, has been awarded the
Special Achievement Scholarship to attend Murray State
University.
The scholarship recognizes
entering freshmen or transfer
students who are outstanding
achievers or leaders.
Futrell is the son of Rick
Futrell and Cathy Futrell, both
of Murray. He will be majoring in chemistry at Murray
State.
Samuel Johnston, a 2005
graduate of Calloway County

High School, has been award- trict Honors Choir. He is a
ed the James E. Garrison Schol- National Honor Roll student and
arship, the Leadership Award, was involved with Boy Scouts
and the Dr. Pete Panzera Memo- of America.
nal Scholarship to attend MurBeth Hillard, a 2005 gradray State University.
uate of Calloway County High
The James E. Garrison School, has been awarded the
Scholarship is available to stu- Mary Moore Lassiter Scholardents that preferably graduatship and
ed from a high school in westthe Leaderern Kentucky. A minimum 3.2
ship Award
GPA is required.
to attend
The Leadership Award is
Murray
based on contributions in high
State Unischool activities, and church and
versity.
community service. Recipients
The
must have a minimum 2.75
Mary
GPA.
Moore
The Dr. Pete Panzera MemoLassiter
rial Scholarship is available to Scholarship is avai able to busientering freshmen chemistry ness majors who hold a 3.0
majors.
GPA and are active in organJohnston is the son of Tim- izations within their field of
othy and Karla JohnstoOf Mur- study. Preference is given to
ray. He will be majoring in residents of Calloway and Marchemistry at Murray State.
shall counties in Kentucky.
While in high school, JohnThe Leadership Award is
ston was a member of band, based on contributions in high
chemistry team, and academic school activities, church and
team. He was also involved in community service. Recipients
the Calloway County Technol- must have a minimum 2.75
ogy Student Association. He GPA.
- -received the Outstanding StuHillard is the daughter of
dent Award in social studies, Philip Hillard of Hazel and the
algebra, and chemistry.
late Debra Hillard. She will
Charles Holland, a 2005 be majoring in business at Murgraduate of Calloway County ray State.
Nicole Michel Todd, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dave Todd
High School, has been awardWhile in high school, Hillard of Aurora, Colo., and Greg Russell Miller. son of Mr. and
ed the George E. Beiderwell was a member of Foreign Lan- Mrs. John Miller of Murray, were married Sunday. Dec. 19,
Scholar- guage Club, Pep Club, Beta 2004, at Glendale Road Church of Christ, Murray.
ship
to Club, Student . Council, Future
The winter wonderland ceremony was performed by John
attend Business Leaders of America, Dale.
Murray Health Occupational Students of
Bridesmaids were Brenda Schutt, Crystal Matthews, Somer
State Uni- America Club, and Distribu- Privette, Jennifer Smith and Crystal Sesma.
versity:— tive Education Clubs of Amer----The flower girls were Callie and Kate Adams. nieces of the
.T h _e. ica.
groom.
scholar-She was named "OutstandGroomsmen were Jayson Brittain,)osh McKeel, Geoff Lorenz,
ship
is ing Keyboarding Student," and John Pettit and Adam Vincent.
available voted "Most Dependable." She
Ushers were Jared Burns and Daniel Cecil.
to
Ken- was an honor roll student who
The ring bearer was Will Adams, nephew of the groom.
tucky students who reside west received academic awards in
Directors were Jill and Chip Adams. sister and brother-inof the Pennyrile Parkway.
math, science, history, and law of the groom.
Holland is the son of Stephen social studies.
Grandparents of the bride are Laurine Belau, formerly of
and Lynda Holland of Hazel.
Victoria Hicks, a 2005 grad- Imperial, Neb., and the late Paul Belau and Zeta Todd of.AuroHe will be majoring, in occu- uate of Calloway County High ra, Colo., and the late Charles Todd.
pational safety and health at School, has been awarded the
Grandparents of the groom are Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph rnith
Murray State.
Max B. and Mavis Hurt Memo- and the late Z.B. Russell of Murray and Hardiman Miller and
While in high school, Holrial Schol- the late Alice Miller of Hazel.
land served as sergeant 4,arms
arship and
The couple is now residing in Monterey. Calif., where the
for the Technology S(udents
the Rotary bride is a pre-school teacher and the groom is
serving in the
Association.
Club
of Air Force.
William Hiter, a 2005'gradMurray
uate of Calloway County High
ScholarSchool, has been awarded the
ship.
H. Glenn Doran Scholarship and
The
the Honor
Max
B.
Asix.
Award to
and Mavis
attend
H urt
1.
•
•
Murray Memorial Scholarship is availPADUCAH Gores - Lone Oak Rd.
State Uni- able to incoming freshmen that
Drop Off: Aug. 5th & 6th. 10 am-6 pm; Aug. 12th & 13th - 10 am-6 pm
versity.
graduated from a school locatSale: Aug. 16th-27th (11 am-7 pm); Closed Aug. 22nd-24th
The H. ed within the First Congres1/2 Price - Aug. 25th-27th
G lenn sional District in Kentucky.
Sign up Today! 270-247-8929
D oran
Hicks is the daughter of
www.kidsignment.net
Scholar- Earl and Cheryl Hicks of MurThe Only Air Conditioned Sale
ship
is ray. She will be majoring in
Money el clothing readyfor pick up at end ofsale — no waiting!
available to freshmen students public relations at Murray State.
who are preferably majoring
While in high school. Hicks
IUMIOHTS
RI US
C
in business. Preference is was a member of Future Busiextended to residents of Cal- ness Leaders of America. She
loway, Livingston, Lyon, Graves participated in Relay For Life
or Marshall counties in Ken- and served as team captain.
tucky, or Henry County, Tenn. She has been an active memTuesday August 9, 2005
The Honor Award recog- ber of Girl Scouts, winning
nizes entering freshmen or the silver award and senior
transfer students who are out- leadership award.
standing achievers or leaders.
PACKET PRICES CUT IN HALF!
Hiter is the son of Charles
and Ann Hiter of Murray. He
will be majoring in business
administration at Murrray State.
While in high school, Hiter
participated in the Foreign Language Festival and was a memKnights of Columbus, 332 Squire Road. A Non-profit Charitable Organization
ber of the Beta Club and NationFeatunng 9 nightly specials wirrpnzes ranging from $25 up to $250
al Science Honors Society. He
Night ends with 4 Speedball games with Winner Take All on the final game
Kentucky Charitable Gaming License sORG0000514
-Thomas Carlyle
served as vice president for
Fellowship of Christian Athletes.
Named to Who's Who
Among American High School
Students, he participated in AllDistrict Band and First Dis-

Todd and Miller

KIPSIOIMENT SALE

or

IMMEDIATE PAYOUT!!!
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EsitNicacz
HALF PRICE NIGHT!

Music is well
said to be the
speech of
angels.

DON'T MISS OUT ON THE FUN!
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Coming to Murray

Young Samurai
Class
,
Begins Tuesday, August 16
Class meets every Tuesday and Thursday

If

Outstanding
Agents'
Outstanding
Results!

3:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
'iarrturai will he4r teach the youth to lead their lives based on loyalty 4:discipline, and respectfid.
ethical behavior. Skylar Cotton ofA+ Karate will be conducung the class. He has afirst-degree
black belt in Shotokan Karate, participating* over 12years.
• $28.00 per child/per month • Ages 7 - 14 • Free to Wellness Members
• Class runs through December 2

.ir

swim

JEFF
Broker/Owner

ts

RFAIltiX
Real Estate Associates
(next to Office Depot)
660A N. 12th St. • Murray • 759-9016
Fax 759-9019 • e-mail: jsmithlOremax.net
www.kentuckylakeproperty.us
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SelfrIliste nse Cose
tts
Begins Tuesday, September 13
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Farmworker deaths prompt calls for more training Acreage
By STEVE HARTSOE
Associated Press Writer
RALEIGH. N.C. (Al'
Victor Toledo Vences has conic
from Mexico to North Carolina
to pick tobacco, peppers, and
cucumbers for six years. He
knows about the potential dangers of working in the humid
heat that scorches farms in the
central part of the state every
sununer.
The heat may have led to the
deaths of two fellow farmworkers this month.
"In other farms you hear
about it and at the camps you see
every now and then, workers get
sick off the heat." the 51-yearold said Friday through a translator.
As temperatures this month
hit the mid-90s and triple-digits
in North Carolina. two farmworkers died after working in
the fields. Authorities believe
their deaths were heat-related.

Pablo Ordaz was working at
the Walker Farm in Person
County when he said he wanted
to quit for the day and walked
toward home. He was eventually found in a nearby creek bed.
While his cause of death hasn't
officially been determined, the
county sheriff said he died of
heart attack or heat stroke.
"I'm sure (heat) was a contributing factor, of course," said
Stan Eury, director of the North
Carolina Growers Association.
The North Carolina Labor
Department said Rito Mesa
Castillo, 56, collapsed July 18
while picking tobacco in Harnett
County as temperatures reached
94 degrees. State officials have
said it was likely heat stroke.
During a news conference
Eury and Baldemar
Velasquez, president of Farm
Labor Organizing Committee,
said their organizations will do
more to help prevent such

Farm credit systems more likely
to serve young, beginning farmers

We do discuss making sure there is
enough water in the field for them, and
if they're not given enough time to consume
the water while they're in the field to
contact us.

banks or fewer farmers and
Special to the Ledger
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— Martina Gonzales
N.C. agriculture and safety
OSHA branch
provides such training to farmworkers. So does the N.C. Farm
Bureau, which on Friday posted
tips related to working in the
heat on its Web site.
"We do discuss making sure
there is enough water in the
field for them, and if they're not
given enough time to consume
the water while they're in the
field to contact us," said
Martina Gonzales with the agriculture safety and health branch
of the state OSHA.

tragedies.
That will include a health
advisory to more than 800 growers to remind them and farmworkers to take frequent water
breaks and to watch each other
for signs of heat-related illnesses, they said.
The organizations last year
agreed to allow union representation for some 8,000 migrant
workers in the state.
Carolina
North
The
Department of Labor already

reports
are due
Aug. 15

Preventing workers from getting sick isn't easy. Officials
said physicals are not done on
the migrant farmworkers before
they begin work here. Some
workers don't want to leave the
fields if they feel sick.
"They want to earn as much
as they can while they're here,"
Eury said.
Castillo was told to leave the Special to the Ledger
—
fields when he felt sick,
LEXINGTON, Ky.
Velasquez said, "but he wanted Farmers who participate in U.S.
to press on."
Department of Agriculture proOfficials said they hoped the grams through the Farm Service
workers compensation each Agency should file a crop
migrant worker had will help acreage report annually to retain
the families they leave behind in program eligibility. The deadMexico. They also called for line to report spring and summer
broader worker compensation seeded crops and avoid a latecoverage for farmworkers in the reporting fee is Aug. 15.
.
state.
A complete crop acreage
"It's calloused and uncalled
report is required for farms parfor and the state of North
ticipating in the Direct and
Carolina should do something
Program,
Counter-cyclical
about it," Velasquez said.
Conservation Reserve Program
or request a commodity loan or
Deficiency
Loan
Payment. Starting this year, producers are required to provide
the planting dates for all crops
that are reported.
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ST. LOUIS 7,LOS ANGELES 5(11)

Edmonds saves the day for St. Louis
hitter. "In the National League, you've
got to be ready after about the sixth or
seventh inning, especially if the game's
close. So you just get used to it."
When asked if he was going to give
Edmonds a day off on Tuesday to make
up for this aborted one, manager Tony
La Russa joked, "I'm just going to put
Edmonds
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Jim
him on the bench. If he's going to be
was supposed to get a day off. He knew
good a bench player and come out
that
better and kept himself prepared for anythere and get three RBIs, I'm not startthing.
him anymore."
runs with a ing
Edmonds drove in
Grudzielanek hit a three-run homer
Mark
pinch RBI double in the seventh inning
former team, and Cal Eldred
his
against
and a two-run homer in the 1 1 th, leadtwo innings of one-hit relief
pitched
(1-0)
vicing the St. Louis Cardinals to a 7-5
Jason 1sringhausen got
the
victory.
for
tory over the Los Angeles Dodgers on
three outs for his 29th save in 32 attempts
Sunday.
and his 130th with the Cardinals, mov"You never have a day off. You just
ing
past Todd Worrell for second place
get the beginning of the day," said the
team list behind Lee Smith's 160.
the
on
four-time All-Star, who is 2-for-5 as a pinch-

Cardinals' centerfielder
smacks two-run homer in
extra innings as Redbirds
beat Dodgers

Wilson Alvarez (1-4) walked Abraham
Nunez with one out in the 1 1 th and
Edmonds connected on a 3-2 fastball for
his 20th homer and third in four games.
On deck was slugger Albert Pujols, who
usually bats ahead of Edmonds in the
third spot.
"Honestly, I was just trying to give Albert
a chance to hit and try to stay out of
the double play," Edmonds said. "I've
faced Wilson for 12 years now and he
pitches me different every time I go up
there, so I never know what he's going
to do. Usually he gets the best of me,
but I finally got a ball that I could hit.
I'm sure he didn't want to walk me right
there with Albert on deck."
Ricky Ledee, who struck out with the
II See CARDS Page 2B

AP Photo

St. Louis' Jim Edmonds, right, Is congratulated by
teammate Albert Pujols (5) after Edmonds two-run
home run against Los Angeles Dodgers pitcher Wilson Alvarez in the 11th inning Sunday in Los Angeles. Abraham Nunez also scored on the play.
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DIAMOND JAXX

Shining Star
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Smith having no
Lovetiel for Benson
A backup the last four years
By The Associated Press
2004 rushing leader Curtis
to
Chicago Bears coach Lovie
with the New York Jets,
Martin
with
patience
is
losing
Smith
a five-year, $27.5
signed
'Jordan
the contract holdout of firstwith the Raiders
deal
million
BenCedric
pick
draft
round
this past offseason. In doing
son.
so, he stepped out of Martin's
"We're trying to get our shadows and My the spotlight
football team ready," Smith with the team that had the
said after the team's practice league's worst running game
Sunday. "A player we had last season.
pegged to be a big part of it
Coach Norv Turner and sevisn't here.
eral players spent the first few
"There's no way for me to days of camp at Napa, Calif.,
sugarcoat itAny more. He needs toasting Jordan's arrival, knowto get into camp. Hopefully ing how well the running back
that will get done soon."
does could very well dictate
Benson was the fourth pick how well the entire offense
in the April draft. The running does.
back has held out longer than
"He's obviously a real talany Bears draft pick since wide ented guy" Raiders quarterreceiver David Terrell in 2001. back Kerry Collins said. "He
Before Sunday, Smith had- played behind Curtis and didn't appeared overly concerned n't really get to show what he
about Benson's absence because can do. but he's going to be
the team reported for training the featured back here and he's
camp a week earlier than most going to get plenty of opporteams. Smith still hasn't ruled tunities to show what he can
out Benson's participation in do."
the preseason opener in the
Oakland rushed for just 1,295
Hall of Fame game against the yards as a team in 2004, a
Miami Dolphins if he can get number topped by eight indisigned and into camp soon.
vidual backs around the league.
"We're definitely to the point Jordan, on the other hand,
of, 'Hey, Cedric, we need you rushed for 479 yards and two
in camp now,— Smith said.
touchdowns on 93 carries for
The Bears made Benson's the Jets.
agent Eugene Parker a conAt Latrobe, Pa., Tommy
tract offer on July 22, but the Maddox. the Pittsburgh Steelsides have not talked since ers' starting quarterback when
then.
training camp started last seaLaMont Jordan is ready to son, became agitated at quesshow the Oakland Raiders what tions that he might not be their
he can do as a full-time starter. backup this season.

MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times Photo

West Tennessee, tags out Carolina
Chicago's Nomar Garciaparra, on a rehab assignment with Double-A
Jaxx first baseman Brandon
Diamond
to
ball
the
Mudcat runner Robert Andino at second and throws
ng step in his recovencouragi
another
took
ra
Garciapar
Tenn.
Jackson,
Sing for a double play Sunday in
ery from a torn left groin Sunday, going 1-for-2 with a walk.

Garciaparra brightens up Jackson with presence, staying through Wednesday
3

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
JACKSON,Tenn. — Chicago Cubs shortstop Nomar Garciaparra will extend his rehab
assignment with the the West
Tenn Diamond Jaxx through
Wednesday afternoon's game
against the Huntsville Stars,

according to a release issued
by the club.
Garciaparra is rehabilitating a torn groin muscle he
suffered in St. Louis on April
20.
On Sunday afternoon, Garciaparra went I-for-2 with a
walk and a run scored. In

two games played with the Diamond Jaxx, Garciaparra is 2for-6 with two runs scored.
A former first-round pick
of the Boston Red Sox in
1994, Garciaparra made his
major league debut with the
Red Sox in 1996. He is a
lifetime .320 hitter in the major
leagues and a five-time All-

Star. Garciaparra has also hit
at least 20 home runs in six
seasons and has driven in at
least 100 runs four times in
his career.
Tickets for the Tuesday and
Wednesday games are available by calling the Diamond
Jaxx box office at (731) 9885299.

AP Photo

Members of the media are reflected in the sunglasses of Chicago Bears head coach Lovie Smith during
a news conference after practice at training camp In
Bourbonnais, Ill.

HALL OF FAME

Sandberg, Boggs enshrined in Cooperstown

finally forcing Boston to promote him in
COOPERSTOWN, N.Y. (AP) — Wade
1981 after he led the International League
Boggs sailed along until his eyes met
batting.
in
those of his dad. Ryne Sandberg simply
is about obstacles," said Boggs,
"Life
delivered as he usually did.
played for the Yankees and
also
who
Four decades after both first dared to
"Our lives are not deterBay.
Tampa
dream of baseball greatness, Boggs and
happens to us, but how
what
by
mined
Sandberg were inducted into the Baseball
happens. Baseball is
what
to
react
we
"I wish you all could feel what I feel
Hall of Fame Sunday to the adoring cheers
always play the
should
You
game.
a
just
last
my
is
This
of thousands of Boston Red Sox and standing here," he said.
the game with
play
passion.
with
game
big game, this is my last big at-bat, this
Chicago Cub fans.
play the game you love, and
and
heart,
I
out.
final
the
catching
and
over,
time
is my last
The long journey was finally
one day your dreams can come
dreamed of this as a child, but I had too possibly
it was difficult to believe.
just like mine did."
true
this
think
to
baseball
for
come
respect
dreams
much
"I am living proof that
Boggs learned the trademark insidetrue," said Boggs, who began playing was ever possible. I believe it is because out swing that produced 3.010 hits from
and
game
the
for
respect
system
much
so
Sox
had
Red
I
minor league ball in the
his father. Winfield, a fast-pitch softball
in Elmira. N.Y.. in 1976. "In life, so respect for getting the most out of my star. He learned well, hitting .300 or highmany things are taken for granted, but ability that I stand here today."
times ar.d finishing with a .328
Boggs, who batted left-handed, was a er 15
one thing I can honestly say is that I
average. He also was the only
career
took every day, enjoyed putting on that scrawny hitter who didn't attract much player of the 20th century to have seven
senhis
finished
he
uniform and playing the great game of attention even though
200-hit seasons.
ior year at Plant High in Tampa. Fla., on straight
baseball."
it came time to pay tribute to
When
the
in
drafted
was
He
tear.
Sandberg became one of the best sec- a 26-for-33
dad, together the two • •
-year-old
80
his
ond baseman in baseball history with the seventh round by the Red Sox, then spent
before
minors
the
in
seasons
five-plus
•See HOF Page 2B
Cubs

Two infield greats fulfill
a lifelong dream with
their inductions into the
Baseball Hall of Fame

AP Photo
the
right,
Boggs,
Wade
and
left,
Ryne Sandberg.
of
Hall
Baseball
National
the
of
members
newest
inducthe
of
Fame, display their plaques at the end
tion ceremonies Sunday in Cooperstown, N.Y. SandChicaberg played a malority of his career with the
Red
Boston
the
for
played
Boggs
while
go Cubs,
Rays.
Sox. New York Yankees and Tampa Bay Devil
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Lots of talk
leads to
little
trading
NEW YORK (AP) — Baseball's non-waiver trade deadline was a dud, with Manny
Ramirez, Alfonso Soriano, A.J.
Burnett and Mike Cameron all
remaining with their teams.
There were just five lowlevel deals involving II players in the hours before Sunday's deadline. Outfielder Matt
Lawton was the highest-profile player to switch sides,
going to the Chicago Cubs
from the Pittsburgh Pirates for
outfielder Jody Gerut.
"As you can see,
by the
strange
nature
of
this
year, I
Photo Submitted
think we are all shocked how,
Jay Connell (left) won the championship flight of the John C. Ouertermous
few deals in the game were
Men's invitational at Murray Country Club.
made." Cubs general manager
Jim Hendry said.
The trade that would have
made the most news never happened. Boston had discussed a
Staff Report
Griffin were tied at 7-under par. This sent
three-team trade with Tampa
Murray Ledger & Times
them into a playoff that started at hole No.
Bay and New York that would
Murray Country Club recently hosted its I, but didn't end until hole No. 8.
have sent Ramirez to the Mets.
annual John C. Quenermous Men's invitaConnell and Griffin got pars on holes 1,
New York would have includtional golf tournament.
2, 4, 5, 6 and 7, and got a birdie on hole
ed Cameron and minor league
Out of 162 golfers from the surrounding 3. On hole 8, Griffin and Connell had good
outfielder Lastings Milledge,the
area, Jay Connell beat Chris Griffin to win drives that set them up for an easy par. Grif12th overall pick in the 2003
the championship flight. Connell was the first fin's second shot was left and short of the
amateur draft. Tampa Bay
member of Murray Country Club to win the green, while Connell was on in two shdts.
would have dealt Aubrey Huff,
tournament since 1996.
Griffin's chip shot fell 20 feet short of
Danys Baez and Julio Lugo.
ririffin'haS Signed to play at Murray State the hole, making it a difficuk Vlitt. His long
"At the end of the day.
. _University. The tournament consisted of six putt missed, sending his score to a bogey.
Boston made the decision that
flights, where each golfer was placed accord- Connell ended the tournament in two putts
Manny Ramirez was going
ing to their first-round scores. The top five for par, winning by only one stroke.
nowhere," Devil Rays general
finishers in each flight received a combine
In the high school division, Tyler Buckmanager Chuck LaMar said.
prize total of SI.000.
ingham, a senior at Calloway County High
•
"The Tampa Bay Devil Rays
At. the end of two rounds, Connell and School. easily won with a score of 144.
are the ones that proposed the
deal. ... All I know is I wasn't going to give them away,
NL ROUNDUP
and that's what some of the
teams, honestly. with the
prospects they wve giving back
By The Associated Press
to Cincinnati for their 12th loss were asking us to do.
Ramirez, held out of
in 13 games.
The Atlanta Braves have used
Boston's starting lineup for the
a combination of power and
No sub-.500 team has led
second straight day, pinch hit
pitching to overtake Washingtheir division this late in the
54 minutes after the 4 p.m.
„ton for first place in the NL
season since the Texas Rangers EDT
deadline passed and sinEast.
were 52-62 on Aug. 10. 1994, gled in the go-ahead
run to
Out west, the Arizona Diatheir last game before the strike. lead the Red Sox over the
mondbacks backed into the diviaccording to the Elias Sports Minnesota Twins 4-3 at Fenion lead with help from the
Bureau.
way Pack.
stumbling San Diego Padres.
"This WW1 e'good series' for
"Portet'about the trade: This
Rafael Furcal homered from
us," Gonzalez said. "We could is the place
want to be,"
both sides of the plate. Marhave very easily taken all four. Ramirez said. 'They want to
cus Giles had four hits and
We have two months to go. win. I want to win, too. I'm
John Smolt/ won his eighth
AP Photo We know where San Diego is, back."
straight decision, leading the
Minnesota, the Mets and the
Atlanta's Chipper Jones, we know where the Dodgers
Braves over the Pittsburgh
are. We haven't had a good Cubs were said to be interestleft,
and
Rafael
celFurcal
Pirates 5-4 Sunday.
run yet. this was a good start ed in obtaininl Soriano from
ebrate their 5-4 win over for
us.Atlanta was 4 1/2 games
Texas.
out of first at the end of June. the Pittsburgh Pirates Sun-The type of deals that were
In other NL game, it was:
then went 18-8 to go up a sea- day in Atlanta. Furcal Washington 4, Florida 2; New presented to us did not make
son-high five-games over the homered twice.
York 9, Houston 4; Milwau- sense," Texas general managsecond-place Nationals and put five homers in a 13-6 victory kee 5, San Francisco 1: Col- er John Hart said. "We never
themselves in position to win over the Chicago Cubs.
orado 9, Philadelphia 2: and got close."
their 14th straight division title.
Last year, there were eight
The Diamondbacks (52-55. St. Louis 7, Los Angeles 5, 11
trades in the hour before the
"We're on a roll; we're click- .48591 have gone a modest 8- innings.
ing.” said Giles. who lifted his 6 since July 17 to move into
Smoltz (12-5). who hasn't deadline, and Nomar Garciabatting average to .298.
first place in the West, per- lost since June 6 against the parra, Steve Finley, Esteban
Luis Gonzalez and rookie centage points over the Padres Los Angeles Angels, gave up Loaiza and Orlando Cabrera
catcher Chris Snyder each hit 161-54. .957), who lost 7-1 three runs and eight hits in were among the pla ers who
switched teams.
two of Arizona's season-high
eight innings.

Connell wins championship flight

First-place Braves surging in East

r-

Singh wins Buick Open by II Cards ...
four shots over Woods From Page 1B
GRAND BLANC. Mich.
(AP) — Just when it looked
like Vijay Singh would cruise
to another Buick Open victory. Tiger Woods made the final
round interesting. Woods made a late surge
from eight shots down Sunday
but couldn't complete the comeback as Singh closed with a
70 and came away with a fourstoke victory.
After
three
spectacular
rounds, average was good
enough for Singh, who won
the Buick Open for the third
time with a 24-under 264.
"I wasn't as aggressive." he
.said. "I felt very much in control so I didn't want to make
, any -mistakes because nobody
was making a charge. To protect the lead is not a fun way
to play."
•
What was looking like an
anticlimactic final round got
ai-une juice when Woods got
roiling.
The No. I player vaulted
into contention with six birdies

in the eighth to give the Carthe bases loaded as a pinch- dinals a 5-2 lead.
"A loss is a loss. They all
and an eagle in an nine-hole hitter in the sixth against Al stink, and they all are defeatReyes.
the
score
tied
in
the
stretch.
eighth against Ray King with ing," Dodgers second baseman
"I thought if I played a
his second three-run homer of Jeff Kent said. "As the season
great back nine, I might be in the series. was
only the sec- goes on, you have a tendency
It
position just in case Vijay ond homer King has allowed to think that they really aren't.
messed up, but he's playing in 174 at-bats by left-handed You just hope you don't add
too well to do that." he said hitters during two seasons with up a whole lot of losses near
after tying for second.
the Cardinals — the other was the end of the year. I still
Following his I7-foot putt by Arizona's Luis Gonzalez on believe that we have a team
that's good enough to be in
for birdie at No. 17 to pull July 7.
within two shots. Woods cupped
"I tried to throw a sinker the playoffs."
Los Angeles activated thirdhis left ear to coax a louder that cut on me and went back
reaction from the raucous to the middle of the bat." King baseman Jose Valentin from
said. "But even though we had the 60-day disabled list after
gallery.
"I wanted to know how loud that three-run lead and I gave he missed 78 games with torn
ligaments in his right knee and
those drunk guys get." he said. up the home run, we didn't
a sore elbow. Valentin started
quit.
Jimmy
goes
with
2-for-3
"They were pretty hammered,
in left field and was 2-for-5.
they were wobbling as it was." three RBIs — and was supCardinals starter Mark Mulposed
day
to
have
off."
a
Woods' drive at the final
der
allowed two runs and five
Olmedo Saenz had a chance
hole sailed wide right while
hits in 5 2-3 innings and tied
to
win
it
in
against
the
ninth
the second-ranked Singh, playa season high with five walks.
ing two groups behind, made Eldred, but grounded to short- Perez pitched 6 2-3 innings
stop
and
the
turned
Cardinals
his second birdie to take a
their major league-leading and was charged with four runs
three-shot lead. Woods bogeyed
on only four hits. He faced a
132nd double play.
the final hole and fell anothGrudzielanek hit his sixth starting lineup that included
er shot back.
homer in the fourth against just two players who started
Zach Johnson (69) tied for Walls Perez and scored on a for the defending NL champisecond — his best finish this squeeze bunt by Hector Luna ons on opening day -Grudzielanek and Pujols.
year — a7 20 under.
r
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I Randall A. Hutchens •
•• CHEAPEST UPS SHIPPING IN TOWN.6UARANTEEDI:
Attorney at Law

/I lbws

Kaprimeee
haiserds

Dia an DNA
•Prom...tor 4
Penne Aiwa,!

Hutchens Professional Building
300 Maple Street
Murray, KY 42071
Phone (270) 753-41,AW (4529)
• Criminal Defense & DUI's
• Divorce & Family Law
• Bankruptcy -Chapter 7
• Mediation
• Auto Accidents
integrity and Erperiewee workingfor yoas"

• We Also Offer stalest Pick-Up-h-Town — Same Day Shipping •
•
For Packages Received By 6 p.m.• in-Store Pocking
••
•
•
'Co(o( & B&W Copies. Faxing, Laminating
•
•
'Mailbox Rental 'Freight Services
•
•
•
& Get •
apes A MU
•
10% Off Your First Month's Shipping
•

•
•
•
• Loco",

THE UPS STORE

i2I191 Nee blottOnOic)
MF8cim 7 p rti .k.ti` 9 o m -4 pm
•

a OciertNeci

762-9103

•

OREBOARD
Sponsored By:
met

Imam Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we cant
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415

Jan Yaws
NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
National Lanus Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
Atlanta
—
61 44 581
Washingtor
56 49 533
5
Florida
53 49.520 6 1/2
Philadelphia
55 51 519 6 1/2
NOW Yon(
53 52 505
8
C.entral DhAston
W L Pct GB
St. Louis
66 38 635
—
Houston
57 48 543 9 1/2
Chicago
53 52 50513 1/2
Mihvaukee
52 54 491
15
Cincinnet;
47 58 44819 1/2
Pittsburgh
44 61 41922 1/2
w•Er Division
W
L Pct GB
Arizona
—
52 55.486
San Diego
51 54 486
—
Los Angeles
4
47 58.448
San Francisco
45 59.433 5 1/2
Colorado
37 67 35613 1/2

American Lupus Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
&stop
59 45.567
—
New York
56 47 544 2 1/2
Toronto
6
53 51.510
Baltimore
51 53.490
8
Tampa Bay
40 68 377
20
Central Division
W
L Pet GB
Chicago
68 35.660
—
Cleveland
55 51 51914 1/2
Minnesota
54 50.51914 1/2
Detroit
50 54.48118 1/2
Kansas City
31
38 67.362
West Division
W
L Pet GB
Los Angeles
—
60 45.571
Oaldand
58 46.558 1 1/2
Texas
53 51.510 61/2
Seattle
45 59.43314 1/2

Sundsy's Games
Sunday's Gaines
Atlanta 5. Pittsburgh 4
Washington 4, Florida 2
N.Y Mets 9. Houston 4
Milwaukee 5, San Francisco 1
Arizona 13. Chicago Cubs 6
Colorado 9. Philadelphia 2
Cincinnati 7, San Diego 1
St. LC414 7, L.A. Dodgers 5. 11 innings

Mend's Games
Pittsburgh (Duke 3-0) at Atlanta
(T.Hudeon 7-5). 12:05 p.m
Florida (Valdez 0-0) at St Louis
(Marquis 9-8), 7:10 p.m.

Tuesday's Games
Sari Diego (Peavy 8-4) at Pittsburgh
(K.Wells 6-11), 6:05 p.m
L.A. Dodgers (Weever 8-8) at
Washington (Login 6-6), 6:05 p.m
Chicago Cubs(C.Zarnbrano 7-4) at
Philadelphia (Padilla 5-9), 6:05 pm
Milwaukee (Ohka 6-6) at N.,
/ Mets
(V.Zambrano 5-9), 610 pm
Atlanta (Soil* 8-1) at Cincinnati
(Ra.Ortiz 6-0 6'10 p.m.
Flonda (WINIts 14-6) at St. Louis
(Carpenter 15-4), 7:10 p.m.
Houston (Clemens 9-4) at Arizona
(Vargas 4-5), 840 p.m.
Colorado (Jam.Wright 5-11) at San
Francisco (Tomko 7-10), 9:15 P.m

NY Yankees 8. L A Angels 7, 11
innings
Toronto 5, Texas 1
Boston 4, Minnesota 3
Tampa Bay 6. Kansas City 2
Oakland 5. Detroit 2
Cleveland 9, Seattle 7
Chicago White Sox 9, Baltimore 4

Monday's Gaines
Chicago White Sox (Buehrle 11-4) at
Baltimore (Cabrera 8-8), 11:35 a.m.
Oakland (Stanton 5-9) at Minnesota
(J Santana 10-5), 7 10 p.m

Tuesday's Games
Seattle (Moyer 9-3) at Detroit
0.Johnson 7-8), 6.05 p.m
N.Y. Yankees (Leiter 1-2) at Cleveland

(Elluton 8-5), 6:05 p.m
Kansas City (R.Hemandez 8-9) d
Boston (Wakefield 9-9), 605 p.m.
Tampa Bay(MoClung 1-6) at Texas
(C Young 8-6), 7:05 p.m.
Toronto (Towers 7-8) at Chicago White
Sox (Garland 15-5), 7:05 pm
Oakland(Haw 8-7) at Minnesota
(Mays 5-6), 7:10 p.m.
Baltimore (Ponson 7-9) at L A Angels
(Colon 12-6). 905 p.m

SportsBriefs
IN Murray High School's boys' soccer team will host an alumni match on
Tuesday. Aug. 9 at 7 p.m. at the Mallory France Soccer Complex. All alumni are invited to play in the contest. Spectators are welcome.
•The Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association will hold registration
for its recreational and competitive programs OD Aug. 4 arid 11 from 5 p.m
to 8 p m. and Aug. 6 and 13 from 9 a.m to 2 p.m at The Trophy Case
The recreational program is open to children ages 3-13. The competitive
program is openito children
Chicken me placed on teeiviefivid pay
registration fees, based on their age as of Aug.). The ages and prices are
as follows: U4 (8/1/01 — 7/31/02, $25); U5 (8/1/00 — 7/31/01, $30; U6
(8/1/99 — 7/31/00, $35); U8 (8/1/97 — 7/31/99, $40); U10-U14 (8/1/91
7/31/97, $45).
The MCCSA will accept late registrations at The Trophy Case during normal business hours Aug. 15-20. A late tee of $10 will be assessed on those
dales. A late fee of $25 will be assessed for those registering Aug. 22-27.
The U8 and below recreational teams will play their games on Saturdays.
ivtule older ages groups (U1O-U14) will play on Saturdays and possibly late
Sunday afternoons. All games are played at the Bee Creek Soccer Complex.
However, U10 and above teams may travel to surrounding Communities tor
some matches.

III HOF ...
From Page 1B
blinked back tears as their
eyes met.
"Daddy. I wouldn't be up
here without you, my mentor,
my idol," said Boggs, just the
41st player elected in his first
year of eligibility. "Anyone can
be a father, but it takes someone special to be a dad. That's
Why I call you dad, because
you are so special to me. You
taught me the game, and you
taught me how to play it right.
Without you, I wouldn't be here.
Thank you, dad."
Sandberg, a darling of Cubs
fans because he excelled in
every facet of the game while
shunning the spotlight, was the
last to speak and repeatedly
focused on his respect for the
game.
And the 48 Hall of Famers
sitting on the dais seemed to
nod in unison as he spoke.
"A lot of people say this
honor validates my career,"
said Sandberg, who was headed to college to play football
until he was picked on the
20th round of the 1978 amateur draft by the Philadelphia
Phillies. "But I didn't work
hard for validation. I didn't
play the game right because I
saw a reward at the end of
the tunnel. I played it right
because that's what you're supposed to do — play it right
and with respect. "[liming two
is more important than knowing where to find the little red
light on the dugout camera.Although the 6-foot-2 Sandberg began at shortstop, he
eventually was switched to second and blossomed in 1984,
two years after the Phillies
traded him to the Cubs.
The trade gave Sandberg a
chance to play every day, and,
under the guidance of manager Jim Frey, quickly quieted
the skeptics who thought he

was too tall to play second.
He won the first of nine consecutive Gold Gloves, establishing a major league record
of 123 consecutive errorless
games over two seasons.
Sandberg won MVP honors
in 1984, hitting a career-high
.314 with 19 homers, 84 RBIs,
114 runs, 32 stolen bases, and
made only six errors in 156
games.
If he made it look easy, it
certainly wasn't.
"I struggled many times,"
said Sandberg, who was elected in his third year of eligibility. "I had to work hard
every day, and I didn't leave
many scraps for the writers. I
hope you also understand why
I would not campaign for this
or help to sell this. It's the
best award in all of sports,
and I think if I had expected
anything, if I was thinking about
it too much or crunching the
numbers, it would have taken
away from the prestige of this
incredible honor."
Also enshrined were: longtime San Diego Padres announcer Jerry Coleman, winner of
the Ford C. Frick Award presented annually for major contributions to baseball broadcasting; and veteran sportswriter
and broadcaster Peter Gammons, recipient of the J.G. Taylor Spink Award, presented
annually for meritorious contributions to baseball writing.

Lindy Salt.,
Won lakirf Wanlam

TV, radio
Monday. Aug. 1
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
Noon
TEtS — Pittsburgh at Atlanta
7 p.m.
ESPN — Regional COVOr8911, Florida at
St. Louis or Oakland at Minnesota

4
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NEOMIA
MINI-STORA
•All Size Un
Available
Now Have
Climate Control

& WON
RED OAKS APTS.
SP•cial
$100 Deposit
113R From $280
28R From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
VERY nice 1BR 1
Bath central H/A, all
appliances with W/D
Great location 1 year
lease 1 month deposit
No pets 753-2905
WALK to school 2BR
duplex behind KFC
St.
208 N. 13th
Washer/dryer, all appiinew
wices,
carpet/vinyl Excellent
condition 5450 No
pets 759-9708. 2930045. 759-9505

1BR newly decorated.
$350 plus deposit No
pets 753-8582
2BR 1 5BA, All appliances furnished Newly
,adecorated, no pets
References required.
753-7313 or 753-0692

Murray Ledger & Them

CLASSIFIEDS

SHIH-TZU S&W paper
rained. 731-352-0037
731-842-5151

406 Chanoliy Dr 2BR,
2 full baths Built in '97
Fenced in backyard 1
car attached garage
Remodeled from '02
05 Like new, move-in
Asking
condition
(270)293$69900
4091
5 bdrm. 2 bath, 2 large
living areas. 1,900 +
SI Fixer upper 1108
Elm, $58,500 David H
Realty. 753-4573
ENJOY life in the country lust 5 minutes from
the heart of Murray in
this adorable home
with completely remodeled intenot Envoy the
large yard and nice
front porch in this
pleasant neighborhood
on a closed-end street
2 ba, 3 br with office or
playroom or 4 br Brand
new 1-11/AC. brand new
carpet, paint, cabinets ready to move in 67
Countryside Or, off
121S. $89,000. 270E53-6184 or 534-0143

ESTATE Sale'
1977 Sea Raye 14f1
boat, includes OD-20
Johnson motor trolling
motor, fish locator, 4
metal gas tanks, and a
6 horsepower Evinrude
motor 51,200080
1980 Chevy 350 small
block 1/2 ton 4 wheel
drive Motor, Frame,
and 4 wheel dnve are
good. Body in bad
shape $800 0130
1987 Ford F150 351
V8 Automatic, no o/d.
little body rust runs
good, new tires $1,800
OBO
Chevy
1989
Conversion Van 350
V8. rear air, runs good,
$2.600 OBO.
1979 Chevy Pickup,
lots new parts, new
tires, runs good. transmission teak $1.000
OBO
Everything must go!
Please call Susan at
630-553-9819. 630E85-3274

NEW 3,500 sq ft home
overlooking Creekson
Bluff near Murray
available
Acreage
270-767-0958
remodeled
NEWLY
38FI with garage, pnce
reduced Coleman RE
Ruth Ann 753-9896 or
293-7961

436-2867 Joe Lamb's
Mower Repair. Tune-up
specials Work guaranteed. free pick-upldelivery
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters
junk & tree work

[Ea.

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

492-061111 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types 29
years expenence Call
Carters
Tree
Lambs
A-1
Service Hauling, Junkcleanup, gutter cleaning 436-2867
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions
porches, decks, sun
rooms, rooting, vinyl
siding. mobile home
repair sagging floors.
termite & water damLarry Nimmo
age
or
(270)753-9372
(270)753-0353
APPLIANCE &
ELEMUCAL &EPA=
CHAD B. HUG
22 tiAlPit EGPSIORNalt
(270) 226-9396
(270)4924191
CONCRETE finishing
Driveways, sidewalks,
etc. 752-0500, 7593229

Horoscopes

ASPHALT
SEALCOATING
*Commercial
*Residential
Free Estimates
TRAVIS
SF_ALCOATING
(270) 753-2279
BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL
Septic system, gravel
white rock.
436-2113
Dow work & Track
hoe
DPIJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for
Ask about our painting
special
293-5438
DOZER WORK
INSTALL & REPAIR
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
GRAVEL HAULING.
Public Of Contract
Contact at 270-7539503
JUNK/Rubbish
Removal, clean out
attics, garages. yard
waste, etc Low rates
(270)489-2583

David's Cleaning
Services

EXCAVATunG
11 4ftwar?
rr491. ‘
HAULING
CLEARING
GENERAL CONTRACTING

"We Specialize in Cleaning
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobik Homes
*Brick *All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
),-,
•We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Drivewa

Cell 293-9569
270-436-277e
Justin Tripp, Owner

David Borders
(270) 527-7176 or (270) 293-0939

n

530

ess COW

FUTRELL S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding firewood Insured 4892839
INTERIOR PAINTING
and wallpapering Free
estimates. call Lone 0
Changes
Graceful
or
(731)822-3080
(807)738-2910
&L. PLUMBING INC

1-866-600-7707
Hudson
LAYTON
hauling & backhoe
753-4545, 767-0213

7-4
LEE'S Carpe
Cleaning
"since 1971'
*Carpets *Upholstery
*Emergency Water
Removal *Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
"Got Del?"
753-5827
MASTER Plumber.
Almost retired, drains
cleared plumbing fixrepaired
tures
(270)978
installed
0133
WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS. Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and
Quality
Remodeling
Work. Over 30 Years
Gerald
Experience.
Waiters 753-2592.

IkI Si 55 51 151.
\ki is 1 °mold. N,1
WW1 l.101"
1270a293-.115'2
42701 4.4122410
huhI it lit 14 kill It
IKI 1 kl‘l.
If I
1 INtI \.011 f

l'.1‘
I immoralist Risitkiniai
Seal it '11KIlillg•
Striping.
1.•••.1.11% all11141.
1111 111 I 1 Mk I•• l'‘‘ 151
"':.9-11151111 • 'A. t.lr•

SIMMONS'S Carpentry
& Handyman work.
Free estimates. Call
767-0958 and 270519-8570
TOM Byars and Sons
and
Siding
Vinyl
Windows Also insulatrooms,
Florida
ed
screened rooms and
metal roofs Free estimates Over 40 years
in business Family
owned Phone 5276916 or 1-800-7288113

PAYTON LAWN CARE
Mowing
Landscaping.
Fertilizer and Light
Backhoe Work
270-436-5507 Nome
270-293-7717 Cell

by Jacqueline Myer

with those you care about indihead in a new direction.. You
for 21)
vidually, if possible.
BIRTHDAY
Y
HAPP
Deal
on.
reacti
strong
a
get
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could
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1991 Honda
***** Working with someo
2005:
2,
Aug.
ay,
Tuesd
en
black beauty, excell
you care about could be difficult,
full
condition, low miles, You might have your hands
if not impossible. You need to let
well serviced 53.995 this year. Many different elego of preconceived ideas, which
436-5610
ments play into your life. Often, often get you into trouble, or at
3BR, 1305 Vine 753you will want to retreat; that's
,0932 (270)519-2699
11
least manage to confuse the sit2BR
when you will gain your greatest
uation, as your perspective is off.
DUPLEX in town,
1 bath $400/mo. C/H/A
insights. Others confuse you, Tonight: Be positive.
2004 Ford Expedition perhaps not intentionally, as CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
and full basement with
Eddie Bauer, loaded.
* Others are in control,
lots of storage 767they often have an elusive man- ***
00
$27,0
ty.
warran
might be questioning
90
you
and
293-50
0433,
to
tend
might
You
ner.
INSURANCE & INVESTMENTS
293-7493
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others are very temperamen
c-y1 5 spd Cloud white,
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270.7621030. MURRAY, KY 42071
with new people, especially if and out of control. You will need
4112 Red Mill Realty
less than 30,000 miles
condition. you are single and are thinking
Perfect
a good sense of humor. Tonight:
AS is Must sell, '83
Storage Rentals
759-4712 about making someone your
Call
0
$13.70
Don't count on anything, and you
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Clayton 14x70
attached, will be happy.
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age building, central
Near MSU $20-50
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age, very clean, garage plenty of downtime away *** Know what you must
Almo Distnct
753-7668
in a rum KIN /ill.
anykept, 77,xxx $18,000 together. CANCER makes a and don't attempt to take on
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water, $9,000 OBO
km
thing else. Others are unpreOBO 437-4510. leave good healer.
WIC
270-247-8891
vative
dictable. Take the conser
message
STORAGE and
TWO story brick apartroad. Keep money out of the
Explorer
Ford
1998
of
PROPANE
Kind
the
Shom
Show
The Stars
ment building with 5
Not' Shim 1 s:
equation. if possible. Try to
Ed
Bauer
Eddie
119 E. Main
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; understand rather than get in the
Day
two-BR units Excellent
loaded.
Leather,
(270) 753-6266
income -producer
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
middle of issues. Tonight: Make
Cell (270) 293-4183
135,xxx $9,300 7673270-75
000
$125,
cult
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it an early bedtime, if you can.
M-F
p.m.
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9 a.m.
0134 leave
nce. All Credit Grades!
4109. 270-227-1545
Many other programs. Purchase & Refina
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
Blazer.
Suite B • Murray, KY
St,
Chevy
12th
LS
N.
1998
III
in
stop
Call 270-753-7407 or
MURRAY Store and
ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
**** Sometimes you mean
buy
to
WANTED
giubdIrntelnk, r
4x4 new CD player
h
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throug
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MOW
red
go
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Lock presently has
n
efforts
your
Remai
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well, but all
Waterfront lot on west
moonroof, black wi
units available 753s or discussions that
smoke. You surprise others and
em side of KY Lake
97K, any action
cloth.
gray
36
might
2905 or 753-75
occur after noon. They
(618)382-8101 email
$5,900 753-5236
have to be repeated. Confirm
dagar7270aol corn
490
PREMIER
plans and don't get emotional
Used Cats
MINISTORAGE
about what happens. Learn to
*Inside climate control
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Murray State University students will soon be back in town

I
t
ali

Don't Miss Your Chance to be included
in the Ledger & Times MSU COUPON BOOK
... Full of Great Savings for College Students!

siv,mommi

The coupon book will be distributed by the
Ledger staff directly to Murray State Students
at the "Taste of Murray" on August 20th
and will be placed in every residence hall
room on campus. Don't miss a chance to
get your message directly into the hands
of thousands of potential customers.

7klurray Ledger & Times
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LoiddngBack
10 years ago
Demolition has started on the
old Sigma Chi fraternity house.
The house has belonged to the
group for 25 years. The new
house will be built on the same
site and is expected to be finished by January.
Dr. William Holman, board certified cardiologist, has opened his
office for private practice in the
Medical Arts building.
Jim Barfield scored a hole-inone on the seventh hole during
the senior outing at Sullivan's
Par-3 Golf Course. For the shot,
Barfield was presented with $100
and trophy by Lynn Sullivan.

20 years ago

An early morning storm today
caused several power outages in
the city and county, according to
representatives of Murray Electric System and West Kentucky
Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation.
Lakeland All-Stars finished
second in the state Senior Babe
Ruth Baseball Tournament at
Owensboro. They lost to MidKentucky 4-3. Lakeland pitchers
were Chuck Adams, Stacy Darnell and Mitch Grogan.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Kenny Lawrence,
July 13, and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. John Sharp, July 18.

30 years ago
Calloway County High School
Chapter of the Future Farmers
of America will hold a Farm and
Garden Tractor Pull on Aug. 2
at the Murray-Calloway County
Fairgrounds. Weigh-in will be at
Shoemaker Seed Company, North
Fourth and Chestnut Streets.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. James H. Stahler
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph

Miller, July 21, and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Mark T. Quinn, July
23.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Garland will
be married 50 years Aug. 6.

DEAR ABBY: My dad's
girlfriend, "Coral," moved in
with us last month. Ever since
40 years ago
she moved in, things have
Bernard C. Harvey has resigned
changed. Coral is a vegetarias administrator of Murray-Calan. She says sugar is poison,
loway County Hospital, accordand
milk
ing to County Judge Robert 0.
and eggs are
Miller, chairman of the hospital
commissioners. Harvey has been
bad.
The
administrator for over eight years.
week
she
Dr. David A. Nelson is the
moved in,
evangelist and Harry F. Hempshe
Went
sher is music director for the
through our
revival services now in progress
fridge tand
at First Baptist Church, Murray.
pantry and
Over 100 persons were enrolled
threw
out
in the Red Cross Swimming ClassDear Abby everything
es this summer, according to
that wasn't
Ronald McCage, chairman of the
By Abigail
"organic."
Water Safety Committee of the
Van Buren
Calloway County Chapter of the
She
says
American Red Cross.
there won't
be any bad foods in the house
50 years ago
Murray City Schools will open
from now on.
Sept. 6 with all classes in sesCoral does all the shopping
sion, according to W.Z. Carter,
now. All she buys is gross
superintendent of Murray Indepenstuff like beans and soy. She
dent School System.
says no meat is allowed. I
Capt. William Wallace spoke
can't stand it! I can't have anyabout "The United Nations" at a
thing I like anymore. I saved
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club
my allowance and bought ice
at the Murray Woman's Club
cream. Coral found it and yelled
house. Mrs. H.T. Waldrop, presat me and said no TV for a
ident of Murray Woman's Club,
issued an appeal for support of
the club for the auxiliary being
formed at the Murray Hospital
by the MWC.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Brooks, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. James Gainey,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Waldoi
Sutter and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Bobbie Mohler.

Todayhdlistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Aug. I, the
213th day of 2005. There are 152
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. I. 1790, the first United States census was completed,
showing a population of nearly 4
million people.
On this date:
In 1873, inventor Andrew S.
Hallidie successfully tested a cable
car he had designed for the city

Et

E3

E3

ILJ

of San Francisco.
In 1876, Colorado was admitted as the 38th state.
In 1936, the Olympic games
opened in Berlin with a ceremony presided over by Adolf Hitler.
In 1944. an uprising broke out
in Warsaw, Poland, against Nazi
occupation, a revolt that lasted
two months before collapsing.
In 1946, President Truman
signed the Fulbright Program into
law, establishing the scholarships

S
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Strict vegetarian diet proves
unhealthy for family harmony

week.
Dad doesn't like it either,

Coral may have your best interests at heart, but if she's trying to win friends and influence people, she has gotten
off to an unfortunate start.
How much better it would
have been had she gradually
started encouraging you to
change your eating habits
instead of ramming her biases down your throat.
You should not be hungry
all the time, and your father
should not allow his girlfriend
to punish you for acting like
a normal child. Please clip this
item, show it to your dad and
tell him you wrote it. Coral
is entitled to her beliefs, but
she should not impose them
on you the way she has.
DEAR ABBY: I am a 28year-old mother of a 7-yearold daughter. I was married
and divorced by the time I
was 23.
Eight months later, I met
my current boyfriend, "Keith."
We have been together for five
years. I am pregnant with his
child, and we are anxiously
awaiting our home's completion in September and our

but he says it's unfair to dis- baby's birth in
November.
respect Coral's wishes and
Keith recently told me he
beliefs. He says, "Don't worry. is no longer in
love with me,
We'll go out and eat some- and the only reason
he's staytimes, and you can have what ing is to make
it look good
you want." Please tell me what to my family. He
said he doesto do. -- STARVING IN n't want it to
look like he
ALTOONA, PA.
abandoned me in the middle
DEAR
STARVING: of my pregnancy. I have been
Respect is a two-way street. there for him
through thick
and thin. I am in complete
shock because I believed our
relationship was strong.
named for Sen. William J. FulI play the role of the happy
bright.
mother-to-be, but I cry myself
In 1946, the Atomic Energy
to sleep every night. Keith
Commission was established.
says he will live with me for
In 1957, the United States and
one year starting in SeptemCanada reached agreement to creber. Then he wants me to refiate the North American Air Defense
nance the house in my name
Command (NORAD).
In 1966, 25-year-old Charles alone. He says he will help
me financially.
Joseph Whitman shot and killed
15 people at the University of Texas
I'm afraid to turn to famibefore he was gunned down by
ly or friends for fear of "I
police.
told you so" lectures. What I
don't understand is whY Keith
is telling our friends how
"happy" he is about the house
and the baby.
I'm trying to stay strong for
the sake of my 7-year-old and
the baby, but I'm deep into
this financial burden and don't
see any way out of it. Please
tell me what to do. I don't
know if I can handle being a
single mother again. -- LIVING A LIE IN ILLINOIS
DEAR LIVING A LIE:
The longer you live this lie,
the more depressed you will
become, so please stop doing
it. If ever a woman needed
the support of family and
friends, it is now.
Although your boyfriend
says he will support you financially, my advice is to consult a lawyer to guarantee that
Keith follows through.

Sometimes generalists
have to play specialists
DEAR DR. GOTT: Recently you answered a letter regarding the antidepressant Paxil.
You told the writer that, ideally, a psychiatrist
should be
the one who
administers
and monitors those
patients
who are taking Paxil.
Dr. Gott While this
is
ideal,
unfortunateBy
Dr. Peter Gott ly it is not
the reality.
I practice in an widerserved
area in central, California. We
have a shortage of psychiatrists and especially a shortage of psychiatrists for adolescents. I would love to be
able to refer all of my depression/anxiety patients to a subspecialist, but I cannot. I have
a feeling this is probably the
way it is in many parts of our
country, especially with so
many uninsured people.
The reality is that in order
to properly treat my patients,
I prescribe Paxil and other
antidepressants routinely, monitoring them very closely during the first few months of
therapy. Behavioral health
counseling is also encouraged.
Generalists such as myself and
others have to be able to deal
with this and other problems
in modern health care today.
It is not getting any easier to
refer to sub-specialists!
I enjoy your column and I
think you give well-rounded

and thoughtful advice, but in
this instance, reality outweighs
the ideal situation.
DEAR DOCTOR: I plead
guilty to endorsing the ideal
versus the real on some medical issues. This is one such
case.
I am aware that physicians'
assistants routinely prescribe
drugs — some quite powerful
ones. Many general practitioners prescribe birth-control pills.
Some gynecologists routinely
prescribe antidepressants. In my
view, these actions are theoretically not part of these practitioners' training and specialties.
But, as you pointed out, the
realities of good medical practice often have to override the
ideals. I accept this. However, were I to need antidepressant therapy, I would choose
a psychiatrist — not a gynecologist — to guide me.
CORRECTION: In his June
IS, 2005 column, Dr. Gott wrote

that 400 milligrams of folic
acid per day is the Recommended Daily Allowance for
adults. The RDA for folic acid
is actually 400 micrograms per
day for adults. We regret the
error.
Doctor Gott is a practicing physician and the author
of the new book "Live Longer,
Live Better: Taking Care of
Your Health" (Quill Driver
Books,
www.quilldriverbooks.com).

Copyright 2005, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
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North dealer.
which proved to be an excellent conBoth sides vulnerable.
tract even though the 3-1 trump
NORTH
break meant that South had only 14
•l02
ready-made winners.
V Q 64
Had the American West lecl
•K 10
either a spade or a heart, he would
4A 964 32
have handed declarer his 12th trick:
WEST
EAST
West's diamond lead, though, gave
•J 8 7 6 4
•5 3
nothing away. Seres won with thri
K.1107
V8 5 2
ace and cashed the K-A of trumps,
•9 5,3
•QJ862
When West -showed out, Seres
*5
4Q J8
played a third trump to pave the way
SOUTH
for a possible squeeze.
•AKQ 9
East won and shifted to a heart.
V A9 3
Seres rose with the ace, crossed to
•A 7 4
the king of diamonds and played two
•K 107
more rounds of trumps, producing
The bidding:
this position:
North
East
South
West
North
Pass
Pass
I
Pass
*102
2*
Pass
6*
Q6
Opening lead — three of diamonds.
*4
This deal occurred in the match
West
East
between Australia and the United
•J 8 7 6
*5
States at the 1968 World Bridge
VK
V8 5
Olympiad. When Dick Cummings
•Q
and Tim Seres were North-South for
South
Australia. they got to six clubs as
41 A K Q
shown. In their methods. Cummings'
•
two-club bid was constructive and
Seres now led dummy's last
showed about the same strength as a trump, discarding
a diamond, and
raise to three clubs would in many West had no answer.
Ile elected to
other systems.
discard a spade. and Seres then
Despite his three-card trump scored the last four tricks
with the Aholding. Seres leaped directly to six, K-Q-9 of spades.
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Associated Press Writer
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